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WnEN the Congress of the United State~, on the 4th of ,July, 1776, issued the c,·er memomble Deduration. they deemed thut a decent respect for
the opinions of mankind, required a formal statement of the cau,cs which
impelled them to tho all-important mcaRnro. The eighty-fii\h anniversary
of tho great Declaration finds the loyal people of tho t;nion cngub,cd in a
tremendous confli<:t, to maintain and defend the ~rand nationality which
wa~ asserted by our fathers, and to prevent their fair crc:itlon from crnmbling into dishonorable chao~. A great pco1>lo gallantly struggling to keep
a noble frame-work of govorument from falling into wrctch<3d fragments,
needs no justification at tho tribunal of tho public opinion of mankind. Bnt
while our patriotic fellow-citizens. who lu\\'O rallied lo the defence of the
Union, marshalled by tho ablest of living chieftaing, uro riij]dng their lives
in tho field; while the precious blood of your youthful heroes and ours is
poured out together in defent-e of this prcciotIB legacy of consticutional freedom, you will not think it a. mi~t1ppropriation of the hour. if I employ it in
• showing tho jul!tico of the cause in which we are ongoged, and the fallacy
of tho arguments employed by the South in vindication of tho war, alike
murderous and suicidal, which sbo is witging agailist the Constitution and
the l:nion.
.\. twoh·emonth ago, nay, six or seven mouths ago, our country was regarded and spoken or by tho rest of tho civilized world, as among- the most
prosperous in tl10 family of nntions. It was classed with England. France,
and Russia, as one of the four leading powers of t he age. t Remote M we
were from the t'Omplications of foreign politics, tho exront of our t'Ommercc
• T..ol"'~{" portions of Ulis oration w~re, on account (lf its lC'nr,:th~ necessarily omitted
in th(' tl<•liven-.
t The &,/i~/;11r(Jli lltcittt, .\prl~ 1,G1, p. 11.'>.'l.
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and the efficiency of our navy won for us tho respectful consideration of
J<}uropc. The United States were particularly referred to on oll oocosions,
and in nll countries, as an illustration of tho mighty influence of free govornments in promoting the prosperity of stateii. In England. notwithstandiog some diplomatic collisions on boundary questions, and occasional
hostile reminiscences of the past, thero has hardly been a debate for thirty
years, in parliament, on any ropi(\ in refcrcnco to which this country in the nature of things afforded matters of compnrison, in which iL was not referred to
as furnishing instructive examples of prospe,rous enterprise and hopeful progress. At home the country grew ar< by enchantment. Its vast territorial extent, au!?Jllentcd by magnificent acce~sions of conterminous territory
peacefully mnde; its popnlat.ion far more rapidly increasing than that of
any other country, and swelled hy an emigration from Europe such as the
world has never before seen; the mutually beneficial intercourse between its
different sections and climates, each supplying what the other wants; the
rapidity with which the arts of civilization havo been extended over a
before u!ll'eltled wilderness, and, together with this material prosperity,
tho advance of tho country in education, literature, science, and refinement,
formed a spectacle of which the history of mankind furnished no other
example. That such was tho state of tho country six months ago was
matter of general recognition, and acknowledgment at home and abroad.
There was, however, ono sad deduction to be made, not from tho truth
of this description, not from tho fidelity of this picture, for that is incontoAtable, but from tile content, happiness, and mutual good-will whicl1
ought to have eruted on the part of a people favored by such an accumulation of providentinl blessings. I allude, of course, to the great sectional
controversies which have so long agitated the country and arrayed the
people in bitter geographical antagonism of political orgsnization and
Mtion. Fierce party contentions bad always existed in the United State~.
as they e'l"er ha'l"e and unquestionably ever will exist under all free elective
governments; and these contentions had, from the first, tended somewhat
to a sectional character. They had not, however, till quite lately, assumed
that character so exclusively. that the minority in any one part of the
country had not had a re~pectnhle electorol repre~entation in every other.
'l'ill last November, thero has never hcen a Southern presidential candidate who did not receive electoral votes at the North, nor a Northern can•
didate who did not receive electoral votes at the South.
At the late election and for the firgt time, thiR was not tho caio; and
consequences the most extraordinary and deplorable have resulted. The
oountry, as we have seen, being in profound peace at home nnd nbroad,
and in a stato of unexamplod prosperity-agriculture, commerce, naviga-
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tion, manufactures, ~t, west, north, and south, recovered or rapidly
recovering from tho crisis of 1857-powerfuJ und respected abroad, and
thriving beyond oxnmple at home, cot.ored, in Lhe usual manner, upon tho
electioneering campaign, for lhe choico of a nineteenth President of tho
United States. I sny, in tho usual manner, though it is true thnt parties
were more than usually broken up and subdivided. 'l'ho normal division
was into two great parties, but thero had on several former occasious been
three; in 1824 there were four, and there wore four last November. Tho
South equally with the Wost and tho North ent.orod inlo the canvass; conventions were held, nominations 1Qade, maaa meetings assembled; the
platform, the press enlisted with unwonted vigor; tho election in all its
stages, conducted in legal and constitutional form, without violence and
without surprise, and the result obtained by a decided majority.
No sooner, however, was this result ascertained, than it nppe:ired on
the part of ono of tho Southern stolos, and her examplo was rapidly followed by olhers, that it had by no means been the intention of those stat-Os
to abide by the result of tho election, except on the one condition of the
choice of U1cir candidate. 'l'ho reference of tho great soctional controversy
to the peaceful arbitramcut of tho baUot-box, the great safely-valve of
republican institutions, though made with every appearance of good faith
on the part of our bret-hron at the South, mcnut but this: If wo succeed
in U1is election, as we have in fifteen that have preceded it, weU and good;
we will consent to govern the country for four years more, as we have
already governed it for sixty years; but we have no intention of acquiescing in any other result. We do not mean to abide by tho election,
although we participate in it, unle~s our candidate is chosen. lf he fails
we intend to prostrate tho government and break up tho Unio11-peacoably1 if the states composiug the mujority are willing that it should be
broken up peaceably-otherwise, at tho point of the sword.
The election took place on tile 6th of N ovomber, and in pursuance of
tho extraordinary programme just dc~cribed, tho state of South Carolina.,
acting by a convention chosen for thu purpooe, assembled on tho 17th of
December, and on the 20th, passed un:inimously what was styled ·· An
ordiuanoo to dissolve tho Uuion bNw(;Cn the state of South Carolina and
other states united with her, under tho compuct entitled the Com,titution
of tho United States of America." 1t is not my purpose on this occ-asion
to mako a docnmoulary speeeh, but as this so called "ordinan\.-o'' is very
shor1, and affords matt.er Ii.Ir deep ret!cction, I b4!g leave to recite it iu fuU:
"We, U1e peoplo of tho MtaLe of ;:5outh Garo:iua, in convention assembled, do declare and ordaiu, and it i6 hereby declared aud ordaiucc~ thnt
the ordinunce adopted t,y u~ iu oonvcmtion un the 23d day of May, in tho
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year of our Lord 1788, whereby the con•titution of the United States was
ratified, and also nil acts and parts of acts of tl10 General ,\ ssembly or
this state, ratifying the amendments of tho ~aid t-on,titntion, aro heroby
repealed, and tha~ the Union now subsiMting between South <Jarolina and
other state~. under the nnme of the Uniu,cl States of .America, is dis.«olved.''
This rcmarknblo docurneut i8 called an "ordinance;·• nnd no doubt some
Spl'Cial virtue i~ suppo,tod to reside in the nrone. But namcH aro nothing
except as th~y truly represent tltings. .An ordinance. if it i's any thing
clothed with binding foroe, is a law, and nothing but n law, and 11s such
this ordilll\Ji(!(> being in direct ,·iolntioo of the constitution of the United
States is a mero nullity. The constitution coutains the following express
provision: "This <•mstitution and the laws of the t:niu.-d St.ates made in
pursuance thereof, and the treaties mado, or which may bo mado, ltlldcr
tho authority of th<' t;nited State~, ~hall be the supreme law of tho land,
nod tho judge~ in every stato shnll be bound thereby, any thing in the
constitution or laws of any state lo the contrary notwithstanding." Such
being tho express provi~ion of the constitution of the United :,talcs, which
the people of &>uth Carolina adopted in 1788, just as much as they ever
adopted either of their state con"titutions, is it not triHing with serious
things to claim th11t, by the simple expedient of passing a law under the
name of an ortliuance, thi8 pro,·isio111 and ernry other provision of it may be
nullified, and every magistrate and officer in Carolina, whether of the state
or Union, absol,e<l from the oath which they have taken to support it?
But this is not nil. 'l'ho soces~ion ordinance purports " to repeal the
ordinance of the 2:!11 ~fay, I 788, by which the cou~titution of tho United
States was rutified by tho people of South Caroli no. Jt was intended of
cour.e hy c:.1lling the act of ratification an ordinance, to infer a right
of repealing it by 1\nother ordinance. lt is important tl1ercforo to observe that tho act of ratification is not, and is not cnlled, an ordinance,
ancl cont.:1ioR nothing which by possibility can bo repealed. his in the
followiug terms:
··Tho comcntion (of the people of South Carolina] ha,ing maturely
considered tho co118titution, or form of go,·cromcnt. reponecl to Congress by the convention of delegates from tho United State>< of America,
and submitt-0<1 to them by a resolution of legi~lature of this stat.e,
pa~sed tho 17th and 18th dnys of b'ebruary Inst, in order to form n more
perfect Union, cstab;isb justice, insure domestic tranquillity, pro,•ide for
the common defence, promote tho gcnornl welfare, and secure tho blessings of liberty to the people of 1.he !'Bid liuited State~ and their posterity, do, in the nurno nnd in the bel1alf of tho people of this state
hereby assent to ratify the some."
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IIere it is evident that there is nothing in the instrument which in
the nature of things, can bQ repealed; it is an authorized solemn as•
aertion of the people of South Carolina, that they assent to anti ratify a
form of government, which is declared in terms to be paramount to all
state laws and constitutions. This is a great historical fact, the most
important that can ever occur in the history of a people. The fact
that the people of South Carolina, on the 23d of May, 1788, assented to
and ratified the constitution of the United States, ill order, among other
objects, to secure the blessings of liberty for themselves and "their posterity." can no more be repealed in 1861 than any other historical fact
that occurred in Charleston in that year and on that day. It would
be just as rational, at tho present day, to attempt by ordinance to repeal any other event-as that the sun rose or that the tide ebbed and
flowed on that day- as to repeal by ordinance the assent of Carolina to
the constitution.
Again; it is well known that the various amendments to the constitution, were desired and propOEerl i,1 different stat-cs. The lfrst of the
:uuendments proposed by South Carolina, was as follows," Whereas it is essential to the preservation of the r ights reserved
to the several states, and the freedom of the people under tho operation
of the general government, that the right of prescribing the manner,
times and places of holding the elections of the federal legislature
should be /Qrever inseparably annexed to the sovereignty of the states ;
this convention doth declare that the same ought to remain to aU posterity a perpetual and fundamental right in the weal, exclusive of the
interference of the general government, except in cases where the legislature of the states shall refuse or neglect to perform or fulfil the Slime,
according to the tenor of the saicl constitution."
Here you perceive that South Carolina herself in 1788 desired a provision to be made and annexed inseparably to her sovereignty, that she
should forever have the power of prescribing the time, place, and manner of holding the elections of members of Congress ;-but oven in
making this express reservation, to operate for all posterity, she was
willing to provide that, if the state legislatures refuse or neglect to
perform the duty, (which is precisely the case of the seceding states
at the present clay), then tho general government was, by this South
Carolina amendment, expressly authorized to do it. South Carolina in
1788, by a sort of prophetic foresight, looked forward to the possibility,
that the states might "refuse 0 1· neglect" to co-operate in carrying on
the government, and admitted, in that case, that the general government must go on in spite of their delinquency.
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J hllvo dwolt on these points ot some length, t-0 ijhow how futile is
tho attempt, by giving the namo of " ordiuance" to the net by which
South Carolina adopted the constitution and entered the Union, to gain a
power to leave it by subsequent ordiDance of repeal.
Wbether the present unnaturnl ch·il war is waged by the South, in
virtue of a supposed constitutional right to leave the Union at pleasure,
or whether it is llD exercise of tho groat and ultimate right of revolution,
the existence of which no one dcmes, seems to bo left in uncertainty
by the leaders of the movement. Mr..Jefferson Davis, the President of
the new Confederacy, in his inaugural speech delivered on tho 18th of
February, declares that it is '· an abuse of language" to call it "a revolution." Mr. Vice-President St~phcn5i on the contrary, in a speech at
Savannah, on tho 21st of March, pronounces it " one of tho greatest revolutions in the annals of the world.'' Tho question is of groat magnitude, as ono of constitutional and public law; as one of morality it is
of very little oon~equence whether tho country is drenched in blood, in
tho exorcise of a right claimed under the constitution, or the right inherent in every community to revolt against an opprossivo govornmont.
Unless the oppre~sion is so crtreme as LO ju~tify revolution, it wonld not
justify the ovil of brealdug up a government, under an abstract constitutional right to do so.
Th.is assumed right of secession rests upon tho doctrine that tho Union
is a, compact between independent states, from which any one of them
may withdraw at pleasure in virtuo of its sovereignty. This imaginary
right has been tho subject of discussion for more than thirty yenrs, having been originally suggested, though not at first much dwelt upon, in
connection with tho kindred claim of a right, on tho part of an individual
state, to "nullify" an net of Congress. It would, of course, bo impossible, within tho limits of the hour, to review theso elaborato discussions.
I will only remark, on th.is occasion, that nono of the premises from which
this remarkable conclusion is drawn, :iro recognized in the constitution,
and that the right of secession, though called a " reserved" right, is not
~pressly reserved in it. That instrument does not purport to bo a "compact," but a constitution of government. It appears in its first sentence
not to have been entered iDto by the states, but to have been ordained
and established by the people of the United States, for "themselves and
their posterity." The states ore not named in it; nearly all the characteristic powers of sovereignty are expressly granted to the general government, and expressly prohibited to the states, and so far from reserving a
right of secession to the latter, on any ground or under any pretence, it
ordains and establishes in terms, the constitution of the United States as
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the supreme law of the land, any thing in the constitution or laws of any
state to the contrary notwithstanding.
It would seem that this was as clear and positive as language can make
it. But it is argued that, though the right of secession is not reserved in
terms, it must be considered as implied in the general reservation to the
states and to the people, of all the powers not granted to Congress nor
prohibited to the states. '.l.'his extraordinary assumption, more distinctly
stated is, that, in direct defiance of the express grant to Congress and the
express prohibition to the states of nearly all the powers of an independent government, there is, by implialtion, a right reserved to the states to
assum~ and exercise all these powers thus vested in the Union and prohibited to themselves, simply in virtue of going through the ceremony of
passing a law called an ordinance of secession. .A. general reservation to
the states of powers not prohibited to them nor granted to Congress, is an
implied reservation to the states of a right to exercise these very powers
thus expressly delegated to Congress and thus expressly prohibited to the
states I
The constitution declares, that the Congress of the United States shall
have power to declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisa~ to raise
and support armies, to provide and maintain a navy; and it provides that
the President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senato, shall make treaties with foreign powers.
These express grants of power to the government of the United States
are followed by prohibitions as express to the several states:
"No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation, grant
letters of marque or reprisal; no state shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep troops or ships of war in time of
peace, enter into any agreement or compact with another state, or with a
foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay."
These and numerous other express grants of powei;. to the general government, and express prohibitions to the states, are further enforced by
the comprehensive provision, already recited, that the constitution and
laws of the United St.ates are paramount to the laws and constitution of
the separate states.
And this constitution, with these express grants and express prohibitions, and with this express subordination of the states to the general
government, has been adopted by the people of all the states; and all their
judges and other officers, and all their citizens holding office under the gov·
ernment of the United States, or the individual states, are solemnly sworn
to support it.
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ln the face of all this, io defiance of nil this, io ,-iolatiou of all this, in
oont.empt of all this, the seceding states claim the right to exercise e,·ery
powor expressly delognted to Congre~~. and exprc~sly prohibited to the
st.ates by thnt eoostitulion which every one of their prominent men, civil
and military, is under oath to support. They have entered into a confederntion, raised an army, attompted to pro1•ido a navy, issued lottors of
marque and reprisal, waged war, and that war-merciful hem·eo forgive
them !-not with a foreign enemy, not with tho wild tribes which still
desolate tho unprotected frontier; (tl,ey, it is said, are swelling, armed
with tomahawk and scalping-knife, the Confederate forces)-but with their
owu eouotrymen, and the mildest and most beneficent government on the
faco of tho oartb I
•
But we arc told all this is done in virtue of the sovereignty of the states;
,ts if, becau~e a state is ~overeib'll, its people were ineompeteot to establish a government for themselves and their posterity. Certainly tho Rtates
aro clothed with sovereignty for local purposes; but it is doubtful whether
thoy ever possessed it in any other !'Cn~o; and if they hnd, it is t'Crtain
thnt they ceded it to tho general government in adopting tho constitution.
Before their independence of J~ngland wa~ asserted they constituted a provincial people (Burke calls it "a glorious empire"), subject to the British
crown, organized for certain purposes under Rcparate colonial charters,
but on some great ooonsion of political interest und public safety, acting
as one. Thus they acted when, on the approach of the great Seven Years'
War, which exerted Ruch an important influence on tho fnte of British
America, they sent their delej(lllcS t-0 Albany to concert 11 plan of union.
In the discussions of that plan which wn« reporlt'<l by Franklin, tho citironR of tho colonies were evidently considered ns a people. Whon the
pasRngo of tho Stamp Act in J 765 roused the spirit of resiHtance throughout America, the unity of her people assumed a still more practical form.
"Union, says one of our great American historian8 (Bancroft, V . 292) was
the hope of Otis. Ufion that 'should knit and work into the very blood
and bones of the original system every region as fast as l!Cttled.' ·, ln this
hopo he argued against writs of assistirncc, and in this hope he brought
about the call of tbe convention at New York in l765. At that convention, the noble South Carolinian, Christopher Gadsden, with almost prophetic foresight of tho disintegrating heresies of the present day, cautioned
his ossociatos against too great dopendonco on their colonial charters. "I
wish," s:ud he, "that the charters may not ensnare us ot last, by drawing different colonies to act differently in this great cause. Wlienevcr that
is the case all is over with the whole. '!'hero ought to be no New ~ngland
man, no New Yorker known on the continent, but all of us Americans."
{Bancroft, V. 335).
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While the patriots in America counselled, an<l wrote, and spoke as a
people, they were recognized as such in l~ngland. ·' llolieve me," cried
Colonel Barre, in tho Houso of Commons, " I this day told you so. tho
!!illIIC 8pirit of freedom which actuated that people at first will accompany
them still The people, I believe, aro as truly Joyal as any su bjccts the
king has, but a people jealous of their liberties, and who will \'indicate
them ~hould they be violated."
When, ten years later, tho great struggle long foreboded came on, it wM
felt, on both sides of the ~\tlancic, to be an attempt to reduce a freo peoplo
beyond the soa co unconditional depondenco on a Parliament in which thoy
were uot reprc~ented. "What foundation have we," wa~ the lanb'lmgo of
Chatham, on the 27th January, 1775, "for our claims over .\merica? What
is our right to per~i~t in such cruel and vindictivo measures against that
Joyal, respectable 111,-ople? Ilow h,we thi~ re~pectablo peoplo behaved
under all their grievances? Repoal, therefore, [ say. But baro repeal
,viJI not sati~fy this enlightened nnd spirited people." Lord Cnmden, io
the same debate, exclnimed, •· You have no right to tax .America; the natural rights of man and the immutable lnws of nature are ,vith thnt
people." Durke. two monthil later, ma<le his great speech for (,'Qnciliation
wiU1 1\ mericu. "J do not know," he exclaimed, "tho method of <lrawing
up an indictment agt1inst a whole people." In a lotter written two years.
ruter tho commencement of the wnr, he traces tho growth of tho colonies
from U1eir feeble beginnings to Uie magnitude which they had nttained
when the revolution broke out, and in which his glowing imagination 83W
future grandeur and power beyond the reality. "At tho first designation
of these colonial u~semblics," says be, "they were probably not intended
for any thing more (nor perhaps did they think themselves much higher)
than the municipal t'Orporations within this island, to which sow.e at present Jove to c-omp:iro them. But nothing in progression can rest on ita
original plan; we may as woll tbiuk of rocking a grown man in the cradle
of an infant. 'l'heretore, as the colonies prospered and increased to a numerous and mighty people, spreading over a very great tract of tho globo,
it wa~ natural that they ~hould atLribut-0 to assemblies so respectable iu
the fonned constitution, some part of tho dignity of the grcut nations
which they ropresemcd."
'l'be meeti111t or the first Continental Congress of 1774 wa>1 the spontaneous impul,;e of the people. All their rosolvos and addres8cS proceod
on tho assumption that they represented a peoplo. Their fir~t nppeal to
the royal authority was their letter to General Gage, remonstrating against
the fortifications of J.lostou. '· Wo entreat your excelloncy to eonsidor,"
they soy, "11 hut a tendency this condoot must have to irritate and foroe a
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free people, hitherto well disposed to peaceable measures, into ho$tilities."
Their final act, at the close of the session, their address to the king, one
of the most eloquent and pathetic of state papers, appeals to him II in the
name of all your majesty's faithful people in America."
But this all-important principle in our political system is placed beyond
doubt by an authority which makes all further argument or illustration
superfluous. That the citizens of the British colonies, however divided
for local purposes into different governments, when they ceased to be subject to the English crown, became ~pso facflJ one people for all the high
concerns of national existence, is a fact embodied in the Declaration of
Independence itself. That august manifesto-the Magna Charla which
introduced us into the family of nations-was issued to the world-so its
first sentence sets forth-because II a decent respect for the opinions of
mankind requires" such solemn announcement of motives and causes to
be made, "when in the course of human events it becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the political bonds which have connected them with
another." Mr. Jefferson Davis, in his message of the 29th of April, deems
it important to remark that, by the treaty of peace with Great Britain,
11
the several states were each by name recognized to be independent."
It would be more accurate to say that the United States each by name
were so recognized. Such enumeration was necessary, in order to fix bey QD.d doubt, which of the Anglo-American colonies, twenty-five or six in
number, were included in the recognition.* But it is surely a far more
significant circumstance, that the separate states are not named in the Deelaration of Independence; that they are called only by the collective designation of the United States of America; that the manifesto is issued
"in the name and by the authority of the good people " of the colonies,
and that they aro characterized in the first sentence as "one people."
Lot it not be thought that these are the latitudinarian doctrines of modern times, or of a section of the country predisposed to a loose construction of laws and constitutions. Listen, I pray you, to the noble words of
a revolutionary patriot and statesman:
11
The separate indep®dence and individual sovereignty of the several
states were ,never thought of by tho enlightened band of patriots who
framed the Decla ration of Independence. The several states a re not even
mentioned by name in any part of it, and it was intended to impress th is
maxim on America, that our freedom and independence arose from our
• Bnrke's account or uthe English Settlements in America" begins with Jamaica
and proceeds through the \Vest lndfa Islands. Thero were o.lsoEnglish settlements on
the continent, Canada and Nova Beotia, which it was necessary to eo:clud6 from the
treaty, by nn onumcrntion or the ••UJlwied colonies.
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Union, and that without it we could neither be free nor independent. Let
us then consider all attempts to weaken this Union, by maintaining that
each state is separately and individually independent, as a species of political beresy, which can never benefit us, and may bring on us the most
serio11s distresses." (Elliott's Debates, IV., p. 301.) These are tho
solemn and prophetic words of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, the patriot,
the soldier, the statesman; the trusted friend of Washington, repeatedly
called by him to the highest offices of the government; the one name that
stands highest and brightest on the list of the great men of South Carolina.*
Not only was the Declaration of Independence made in the name of the
one people of the United States, but the war by which it was sustained
was carried on by their authority. A very grave historical error, in this
respect, is often committed by the politicians of the secession school. Mr.
Davis, in bis message of the 29th of April, having called the old confederation a" close alliance," says : "Under this contract of alliance the war
of the revolution was successfully waged, and resulted in the treaty of
peace with Great Britain of 1783, by the terms of which the several states
were each by name recognized to be independent." I have already given
the reason for this enumeration, but the main fact alleged in the passage is
entirely without foundation. The articles of confederation were first signed by the delegates from eight of the states, on the 9th of July, 1778,
more than three years after the commencement of the war, long after the
capitulation of Burgoyne, the alliance with F rance, and the reception of a
French minister. The ratification of the other states was given at intervals the following years, the last not till 1781, seven months only before
the virtual close of the war by the surrender of Cornwallis. Then, and
not till then, was " the contract of alliance" consummated. Most true it
is, as Mr. Davis bids us remark, that by these articles of confederation the
states retained " each its so,ereignty, freedom and independence." It is
not Jess true that their selfish struggle to exercise and enforce their assumed rights as separate sovereignties was the source of the greatest difficulties and dangers of the revolution and risked its success; not less true,
that most of the great powers of a sovereign state were nomit!ally conferred even by these articles on the Congress, and that that body was regard.
ed and spoken of by w ashington himself as " THE SoVEREIGN OF THE
UKION. (Works, IX. 12, 23, 29.)
But feeble as the old Confederation was, and distinctly as it recognized
the sovereignty of the st.ates, it recognized in them no right to withdraw

* Sdll an admirable sketch or his character in Tresoott's Diplomatic Bistory of tho
•
Admin!st:ations or Washington and Adams pp. 169-71.
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at thoir plensuro from tho Union.

On the contrary, it was specially provided that "the ArticleM of Confederation should be in\'iolably prc~on·ed
by every state," and that "the Union should be perpetual." It is truo that
in a fow years, from the inherent weakness of the centrnl power. nnd from
tho want of means to enforce its authority on U10 individual citizen, it fell
to pieces. It i<ickened and <lied from the poiFon of what General Pinckney
aptly called "the heresy of stat-0 !'Ovcreignty," and in itR place a constitution was ordained and established ''in order to form a more perfect Union;"
a Union more binding on its members than this "contract of alliance.''
which yet was to be" inviolably obwrved by every state;" moro durable
thnn the old Union, which yet was declared to be "perpetual." This great
and bcnefi('()nt change was a revolution- happily a peaceful revolution.
the most important change probably over brought about in a government
without bloodshed. Tho new government was unanimouRly adopt-Od by
all tho members of the old confedorntion, by some more promptly than by
other!', but by all \\ithio the space of four ycor8.
Mueh has been said against coercion-that i", the employment of force
to compel obedience to tho laws of the United States when they arc resisted under tho a!'sumed auU1ority of a state: but even the old Coofcderation. with all it~ weaknc•~- in the opinion of the most emioent contemporary !'tatesmen, possc~sed this power. Great stress is laid by politicians
of tho secession school on the fact, that in o project for amending tho Articles of Confederation brought fonvard by judge Paterson in the federal
con,•ention, it w,JS propoecd to clothe the government with this power, and
the proposal was not adopted. This is a very inaccurate statement of the
faotH of the caso. The proposal formed pnrt of a project which was rejected in roto. 'fhe reason why tllis power of state coercion was not g ranted co ,wmine, in the new constitution, is that it was wholly superfluous
and inconsistent with the fundameutal principle of the government. Within
the sphere of its delep:ated powers the general government deal~ \\ith
tho ind.ividual citizen. If its power is resisted the per~on or persons resisting it do so at their peril and aro amenable to the law. They ran derive no immunity from state legislatures or state conventions. b()('au~e the
ooostitutioo and laws of the United, tates are tho supreme Jaw of tho land.
If the resistanoo assumes an organized form, on the part of numbers loo
greut to be restrained by the ordinary powers of lhe low, it is then nn insurrection. which the general government ill expressly authorized to ~uppres~. Did any one imagine in 1793, when Geoeral Wa~hingtoo <:<.ti.led
out l 5,000 men to sµppreRs the inRurreotion in the western counties of
Pennsylvania, that if tho insnrgoots had happened to have the control of
a majority of tho legislature, and thus clothe their rebellion with a pretend-
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ed form of law, that ho would have been obliged to disband his troops, and
return himself baffled and discomfited to Mount Vernon? If John Brown's
raid at Harper's Ferry, instead of being the projed of one misguided individual and a dozen and a half deluded followers, had been the organized
movement of the states of Ohio and Pennsylvania, do the seceders hold
that the United States would have had no right to protect Virginia, or
punish the individuals concerned in her invasion? Do the seceding states
really mean after all, to deny that if a state law is passed to prevent the
rendition of a fugitive s]M,e, the general government has no right to employ
force to effect his surrender?
But, as I have said, even the old confederation with all its weakness
was held by the ablest contemporary statesman, and that of the state
rights school, to possess the power of enforcing its requisitions against a
delinquent state. Mr. Jefferson, in a letter t-0 Mr . .A.dams of the 11th of
July, 1786, on the subject of providing a naval force of 150 guns to
chastise the Barbary powers, urges as an additional reason for such a
step, that it would arm "the federal head with tho safest of all the instruments of coercion over its delinquent members, and prevent it from using
what would be less safe," viz., a land force. Writing on the same subject
to Mr. Monroe a month later {11th of August, n86J, he answers the
objection of expense thus : " lt will be said, "!'here is no money in the
'l'reasury.' There never will be money in the treasury, till the Confederacy shows its teeth. The star.es must see the rod, perhaps it must be felt
by some of them. Every rational citizen must wish to see an effective
instrument of coercion, aud should fear to see it on any other element
than the water. A naval force can never endanger our liberties, nor
occasion bloodshed; a land force would do both." In the following year,
and when the confederation was at its last gasp, Mr. Jefferson was still of
the opinion that it possessed the power of coercing the states, and that it
was expedient to exercise it. In a lotter to Colonel Carrington, of the 4th
of April, 1787, he says:
"It has been so often said as to be generally believed, that Congress
have no power by the confederation to enforce any thing-for instance,
contributions of money. It was not necessary to give them that power
expressly-they have it by the law of nature. When two parties make a
compact, there resnlts to each the power of compelling the other to
execute it. Compulsion was never so easy as in our case, when a single
frigate would soon levy on the commerce of a single state the deficiency
of its contributions."
Such was Mr. Jefferson's opinion of the powers of Congress under
the "old contract of alliance.'' Will any reasonable man maintain that
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under a constitution of go"emment there is less power to enforce tho
laws?
But the causo of secession gains nothing by magnifying tho doctrine of
the sovereignty of the states, or calling the constitution II compact between
them. Calling it a compact docs not change a word of its text, and no
theory of what is implied in tho word "sovereignty'' is of any weight in
opposition to tho actual provisions of the instrument itself; sovereignty is
a word of very various signification. It is one thing in China, another
in Turkey, another in Rus~ia, another in France, another in England,
another in Switzerland. another in San Marino, another in tho indhidunl
American statci,, and it is something different from nil in the Cnited
States. To maintain that, because the state of Virginia, for instance, was
in some sense or other a sovereign state, when her people adopted tho
foderal constitution (which in terms was ordained and established not
only for the people of that day but for their po!'terity). she may therefore
at pleasure secede from the Union existing under that constitution, is
simply to beg tho question. That question is not, what WAS the theory
or form of government existing in Virginin, before the constitution, but
whnt are the provisions of tho constitution which her pcoplo adopted and
made their own? Does the constitution of U1e United States permit or
forbid the states to enter into any other confederation? Is it a more
IOO!<e partnership, which any of tho parties can break up at pleasure; or
iR it a constitution of government, delegating to Congress and prohibiting
to tho states most of the primal functions of a sovereign power ;-pence,
war, commerro, finance, na"y, army, mail, mint, executive, legislative, and
judicial functions? The states are not named in it; the word sovereignty
docs not occur in it; the right of secession is as much ignored in it as the
procession of tho EquinoxoR, and all the great prorogeti vcs which eharaotorize an independent member of the family of nations are by distinct
grant conferred on Congress by tho people of the United States, and prohibited to tho individual state~ of the Union. Is it not tho height of
absurdity to maintain that all these express grants and distinct prohibitions, and constitutional nrrangoments, may be set at naught by an individual state, under tho pretence, that sho was a sovereign state before
she assented to or ratified them ; in other words. that an act is of no
binding force, bocnuse it was performed by an authorized nod competent
agent?
In fact, to deduce from tho sovereignty of the states the right of
seceding from tho Union is tho most stupendous 'IW'll sequitur that was
ovor advanced in grave affairs. The only legitimate inference to be drawn
from that sovereignty is precisely the reverse. If any one right can
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predicated of a sovereign state, it is that of forming or adopting a-frame of
government. She may do it alone or she may do !t as a member of a
union. She may enter into a loose pact for t-0n years, or till a partisan
majority of a convention, goaded on by ambitious aspirants to office, shall
vote in secret session to dissolve it; or she may, ai\er grave deliberation
and mature counsel, led by the wisest and moHt virtuous to tho land,
ratify and adopt a constitution of go,·ernmcnt, ordained and established
not only for that generation, but their posterity, subject only to the
inalienable right of revolution possessed b_v every political community.
What would l)(l thought in private affairs of a man who should seriously
claim the right to revoke a grant, in consequence of having an unqualified
right to make it"? A right to break a contract, because he had a right to
enter into it? To what extent is it more rntional on the part of a stato
t0 fonnd tho right to di$SOlve Lhe Union on the competence of the parties
t0 form it; the right to prostrate a government on the fact that it was
constitutionally framed?
But let us look at parallel oases, and they are by no means wanting.
J n the year 1800 a union was formed between England and Ireland. Jrcland,- beforo she entered i11to the union, wa~ subject indeed to the English
crown, but she had her own parliament, consisting of her own lords and
commons, and enacting her own laws. ln 1800 she entered into a constitutional union with England on t.110 basis of articles of agreement, jointly
accepted by the two parliaments (Annual Register, XLIT. p. 190). 'l'hc
union was opposed at the time by a powerful minority in Ireland, and Mr.
O'Connell succeeded thirty years later, by ardent appeals to the sensibili•
ties of the people, in producing an almost unanimous desire for its dissolntion. Ile professed, however, although he had wrought his countrymen
to tho verge of rebellion, to aim at nothing but a constitutional repeal of
the articles of union by tho parliament of Great Britain. It never occurred even to his fervid imagination, that, because 1reland was an indepcnd•
ent government when she entered into the union, it was competent for her
at her discretion to secede from it. What would our English friends wl.o
have learned from our secessionists the "inherent right" of a disaffected
state to secede from our Union, have thought, had Mr. O'Connel~ in tho
paroxysms of his agitation, claimed the right on the part of Ireland, by
her own act, lo sever her union with England?
Again in 1706, Scotland and England formed a constitutional union.
They also, though subject to the same monarch, were in other respects
sovereign and independent kingdoms. '!'hey had each its separate parlia•
ment, courts of justice, Jaws, and established national church. Articles of
Union were established between them; but all the laws and statutes of
2
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either kingdom not contrary to lhcso articles rc1uained in force. (See tho
articles in Rapin 1 V. 741-6.) A powerfol minority in Scotland di~apµroved of the union at the time. Xino years afterward an insurrectiou
broke out in Scotland under a prince, 11"110 claimed to be the lawful, as he
certainly was the lineal, heir to the throne. The rebellion was crushed,
\111t the disalTcction in which it liau its origin was not wholly appeased.
f n thirty years moro a second Scotlisli insurrection took place, and as before under the lead of the lineal heir to tho crown. On neither occasio11
that I over hoard of, did it enler into tho imagination of rebel or loyalist,
thai Scotland was acting under a rcsen·cd right as a SO\"ereign kingdom,
to ,mceue from the Union, or that the movement was any thing Jess thau
au insu,·rcction; revolution if it succeeded, treason and rebellion if it .failotl. Neither do l rccollecL that, in less than a month after either insurrection broke out, any ono of the friendly and neutral powers, mado Jrnste,
in anticipation even of tho arrival of the ministers of the reigning soveroign, to announce that the rebels "would l:x, recognized as helligorents. ''
Iu fact it is so plain, iu tho naturo of things, that there can be no cou~titutional right to break up a govorwneut unless it is expressly provided
tor, that the politicians of the secession school are dri\'en back, at every
turn, w a reserved right. I have already sho,vn that there is no such exp•·ess reservation, and J have dwelt on tho absurdity of getting by irnptiro,ti,(m a reserved right to violate every Mp,ess provision of a constitution.
In this strait, Virginia, proverbially skilled in logical subtleties, has attempted to find an express rcsen·ation, not of course in tho constitution
itself, where it does not exist, but in her original act of adhesion, or rather
in the declaration of the " impressions" under which that act wa-s adopted.
The ratification itself, of Virginia, was positive and unconditional. "We,
tho said delegates, in the oame and behalf of the people of Yirginia, do, by
these presents, assent l,Q and ratif)- the constitution recommended on the
17th day of September, 1787, by the federal convention, for the govern111cnt of tbe United States, hereby announcing to all those whom it may
eoucern, Lhat the said coustitution is binding upon tho said people, according to an authentic copy hereunto annexed. Done i.u convention th.is 26th
day of June, 1788."
'!'bis, as you perceive, is an absolute and unconditiooal ratification of
t.he constitution by the people of Virginia. An attempt, however, is made,
by the late convoutiou in Yirginia, in their ordinance of se~-essiou, to extract a reservation of a right to secede out of a declaration contained in
tho preamble to the act of ratificatiou. 'l'hat 1,reamblo declares it to be an
"impression" of the people of Virginia, U1at the powers granted under
tho constitution, being derived from the people of the United States, may
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be resumed by them, wheuever the same shall be perverted to their in.
jury or oppression. 'l'he ordurnnce of secession pnssecl by the recent convention, pmporting to cite tltis dechl.ratiou, omits tho words "by thcro," that
is, by the people of the United States, not by the people of" any single
state, thus arrogutiug to the people ofYirgiui~ alone what the c.-onvention
of 1788 claimed only, and that by w:1y of "iroprcssion," for the people of
the United States.
By this most grave omission of the vital words of the sentence, the
convention, I fear, iuteudod to lead the incautious or the ignorant to the
conclusion, that the convention of 1788 asserted the right of an individ11al stltte to resume tho powers granted in tho constitution to the general
govormueut; a claim for wl1ich there is not the slightest foundation iu
constitutional history. On tbc contrary, when the ill-omened doctrine of'
state nullification was sought to be sustained by tho same :irgument in
1830, and U10 famous Y irginia resolutions of 1798 were appealed to by Mr.
Calhoun and his friends, as affording countenance to that doctrine, it was
repeatedly and em1,hatically dedared by Mr. Madison, the author of the
resolutions, lhal they were intended to claim, not for an individual state,
but for the United States, by whom tho constitution was ordained and established, the right of remedying its abuses by constitutional ways, such
:.s united protest, repeal, or an amendment of tho constitution. (Maguire's
Collection, JJ. 213.) Incidentally to the discussion of nullification he de•
nicd over and over again the right of peaceable secession; and this fact ,
was well known to some of the members of the late convention at Richmond. When tho secrets of their assembly are laid open, no doubt it will •
appear that there were some faithful .A.bdiels to proclaim the fact. Oh,
that the venornblo snge, second to none of his patriot compeers iu frnmiug
the constitution, the equal associate of Haroillon in recommending it to the
people; its great champion iu the Virginia convention of 178S, aud it8
faithful vindicator in 1830, ugainst the deleterious heresy of nullification,
c-ould have becu spared to proted it from tho still deadlier vouom of seces.
sion I But he is gone; tho principles, the traditions and the illustriou~
memories which gave lo Virginia hot· name and her phwe in the laud, a re
no longer cherished; the work of Washington, and Madison, and Ran•
dolph, and Pendleton, nnd Marshall is repucliatecl, and nullifiers, precipita.tors and sccoders gather in secret conc!a1'0 to destroy the constitution in
the very building that holds the mon11rnent.al statue of the father of hi~
c.-<mntry!
Having had occasiou to allude to the Yirginia resolutions of I 798, I may
observe that of these famous resoh·cs, the subject of so much poliLiClll romance, it is time that a littlo plain truth should be promulgated. The conn
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try in 1798 was vehemenily agitated by Lhe struggles of the domestic parties
which about equally divided it, and these struggles wore iirged to unwonted and extreme bitterness by the preparations mado and making for
a war with France. By an act of Congress passed in the summer of that
year, the President of the United States was clothed with power t-0 send
from the country any alien whom lie might judge dangerous to the public
peace and safety, or who should be concerned in auy treasonable or secret
macltinations against the government of the United States. This act was
passed as a war measure; it was to be in force two years, and it expired
by its own limitation on the 25th of June, 1800. War, it is true, had not
been formally declared; but hostilities on the ocean had taken place on
both sides, and the army of the United States had been placed upon a
war footing. The measure was certainly within the war power, and one
which no prudent commander, even without the authority of a statute,
would hesitato to execute in an urgent case within his own district. Congress thought fit to provide for and regulate its exercise by Jaw.
Two or three weeks lator (July 14, 1798) anothor law wa:; enacted,
making it penal to combine or conspire with intent to oppose any lawful
measure of the government of the United States, or to write, print or publish any false and scandalous writing against the government, either
Honse of Congress, or the P resident of tho U oited States. In prosecutions under this law it was provided that the truth might bo pleaded in
justification, and that the jury should be judges of the law as well as of
the fact. '!'his law was, by its own limitation, to expire at the close of the
then current presidential term.
Rueb are the famous Alien and Sedition laws, passed under the administration of that noble and true-hearted revolutionary patriot John Adams.
though not recommended by him officially or privately; adjudged to be
constitutional by the Supreme Court of the United States, distiuctly approved by Wa.qhington, Patrick Henry, and Marshall; and, whatever else
may be said of them, certainly preforaole to the laws which, throughout
the secedi11g states, Judge Lynch would not fail to enforce at the lamppost and tar-bucket against any person guiltr of the offences against which
these statutes arc aimed.
It suited, J,owevor, the purposes of party at that time to raise a formidable clamor against theso laws. It was in vain that their constitutionality was affirmed by the judiciary of the United States. "Nothing," said
Washington, alluding to these laws, "will produce the least change in the
conduct of the leaders of tho opposition to the measures of the gene'ral
government. They have points to carry from which no reasoning, no inconsistency of conduct, no absurdity can divert them." Such, in tho
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opmion of Washington, wll8 Lho object for which tho lcgisl:.ttures of Virginia and Kcn:ueky passed their famous re8olutions of 1708, the former
dr:iftod by Ur. )faclison, and the latter by Mr. Jefferson, and sent to a
friend in Kentucky to be moved. 'fhese resolutions were transmitted to
the other states for their concurrence. 'l'he replies from the states which
made any response were referred to committees in Virginia and Kentucky.
In the legislature of Virginia an elaborate report was made by )fr. "Madj.
son, explaining and defending the resolutions; in Kentucky another resolve reaffirming those of the preceding year was drafted by Mr. Wilson
Cary Nicholas. Our respect for the distinguished men who took the lead
on this occasion, then ardently engaged in the warfare of polilk-~, must
not make us fear to tell the truth, that the simple object of the entire
movement was to make " political capital" for tho approaching election.
by holding up to the excited imaginations of the masses the .Alien and Sedition laws as an infraction of the constitution, which threatened the over•
throw of tho liberties of the people. The resolutions maintained that, the
states being parties to tho const,itutional compact, in a case of deliberate.
palpable and dangerous exercise of powers not granted by the compact, the
states ha,·e a right and are in duty bound t-0 interpose for preventing tho
progress of the evil.
Such. in brief, was the main purport of the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions. Tho sort of interposition intended was left in studied obscurity.
Not a word wa,; d ropped of secession from the Union. Mr. Nicbolas's
resolution in 1799 hinted at "nullification" as tho appropriate remedy for
an unconstitutional Jaw, but what was meant by the ill-sounding word
was not, explained. The words "null, void and of no effect" contained in
tho original draft of the Virginia resolutions were stricken from them on
their passage through the Assembly; and Mr. Madison, in bis report of
1799. carefully explains that no extra-constitutional mea,mres were in,
tended. One of the Kentucky resolutions ends with an invitation to th ..
states to unite in a petition to Congress to repeal the laws.
'rhese resolutions were communicated, as I have said, to the other
states for concurrence. F rom most of them no response was received ;
~ome adopted dissenting reports and resolutions; not one concurred. But
the resolutions did their work-all that they were intended or expected
Lo do-by shaking the administration; at the ensuing election, Mr. J efferson, at whose instance tho entiro movement was made, was chosen President by a very sr,1all majority; Ur. :Madison was placed at tho head of
his administration as Secretary of State; the obnoxious Jaws expired by
their own limitation, not repealed by the dominant party, as Mr. Calhoun
with s trange iuallvcrtence assorts (Discourse on the Constitution, p. 369),
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~nd :Mr..JC'fl"crrnn prorce<lC'<I to a,lmi11istel' 1hc g,o,·crnmrnt upon eou~titntioonl principles quite as la~. to sav the lr:1•t. a~ those of hi~ J>rcd<'<'es•or~.
If there wna any murked <lt>partnre in hi~ gc11crnl policy from the course
hitherto pur~ued, it wa~ tlmt, havin~ somt• theol"('tical prejudice~ against a
nary, he allowed thnt br:uwh of the scn·i<'e to lnngui,h. By no administ ration have the powers of the g(>ncral ~,·emmcnt heen moro liberally
<'Onstrned-not to sa)· further 8tmine<l-,ometime~ J,.•ncficially, as iu the
acquisition of Louisiana-sometimes pomic·ionsly as in the emhurgo. Tho
resolution~ of 1798 nnd the m~taphysies they ilwuleati:><I were surrcntlcrcd
to the cohw1>hs., \\·hich hahi111ally nwait the plausible c~nggerations of the
~nvMs aflor nn election i~ deeitlc,l. Thc•se re~olntions of 1798 have hron
usually waked from their slumbcr:1 at <·lo.sely rontestctl eledions a:< a
party cry; the report of tho JJartford Convention, without eiting them by
name, borrows their language; but as re1>r(•~euting in thl'ir mo,ll'rn intc-rprctatiou nny Rystcm on which the g<>Ycrnment ever was or could he ndmini:<tcrccl, they wC're huriocl in the snmr grn,·o OH the laws which eallcd
them forth.
(TnJrnppily during their transient vitality, like the hnttcrfl,v ,.-hidi deposit~
his <'AA in tho npple-blo~soms that have ~o lately filled onr orchards with
beauty and perfume-a gilded harmles.~ moth, who~e foo<l is a tlew-,lrop
whoso life is a midsummN's dny-thcso resolution~, mi~C'onreived and
pen·ertotl. prO'l'"cd in the minds of ambitious and reckl<'~s politicians the
1,-erm of a fntnl heresy. The bnttorfly's egg is a microscopic "peck, but as
tho fruit grows, tho little ~peck p:ives lifo to a grr<'cly an<l Muscous worm.
that gnaws nnd bore~ to tho heart of the npple, nml n•nder:< it, though
xmooth and fair without, foul and bitter and rottrn within. 1n like manner
the thC'OrctiC'al generalities of the:<-0 resolntions, intending nothing in the
minds of their authors but constitntionnl efforts to proc·ure tho repeal of
obnoxious laws, matured in the minds of n later J.(enerntion into the <lt>:ully
paradoxes of I 830 nnd lSGO-kindred pr0tlncts of the snme soil ;-tl,e one
ns~erting tho ruonstTons absurdity that :t state. thoup:h remaining in the
Union. could by her singlf.' net nullify a Jaw of Con~•~; the Other Wll<'hing tho still more preposterous doctrine, that a single st:1te may nulli(r tlic
constitution. The first of these heresies failed to spread far b<'yond the
latitude whcr.-i it wns engendered. In the Senate of the l'nited !stat('~ the
grent aeutt,ness of its in,·rntor, then tho vicc-presi<knt, anrl tho ae<-omplishcd rhetoric of its champion (~fr. Ho~,ie). failed to r.iise it abon• the
level of a plau~iblo sophism. H sunk fore,·er rlisC'reclited beneath the
sturdy common sense and indomit:ihle will of .J,wk~on. thr mntnre wis,lom
of l,h•ingi-ton, the k<>en annly~i~ of ('Jay. au,! thr <•rnshin!'( logir of Webster.
Nor was this all: the vC'n!'rablo ,rntlv>r of the re~olulions of' li9~ und
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of :h<' rcro:·t of l iO!\ wns ~lill lidn~ in a ~<'<-n ol<l :1~<'- TTis ronn<·C'tion
with those stale p.spers and still more his larf("O partieipation in the f<mnation and adoption of the conslitut.ion, entitled him beyond all men living
to be consulted on the subject. No ctrort was spared by the leaders of
the nullification ~chool to draw from him even n qualified assent to their
theoric~. 'But in vain. Tie not only refused to admit their soundnosR.
hut he <levotcd his time an,le ncrgics for three laborious years to the pr<'pnration of essays and letlc~. the object of whic·h wa,s to demonstrate that
his r('solntionR and report did not and contd not bear the Carolina interpretation. Tlo earnestly maintained tlrnt tho separate action of an inrfiddnal state was not contemplated b:, them. ~ncl that they had in view
nothing but the c•onC'ortcd action of the states to procure the repeal of unMnstitntional law~ or an amendment of the constitution."'
1\'ith one such letter written with this intent, I was my~elf honored.
It fillecl ten pages of lbo journal in which, with his perrni~sioo, it waa
published. It unfolded the true theorr of the con~titntion and the meaning and design of tho resolution, and exposed the false gloss attempted to
ho placed 11pon them, with a clearness and force of reasoning which defied
refutation. None, to my knowledge, was ever attempted. The politicians
of the nullification and ~ecession school. as far as I am aware, have from
that day to this made no attempt to grapple witl1 Mr. Madison's letter of
Angnst, 1830. (.Yorth .Amerwan Revi.ew, Vol. :XXXI., p. 581.) Mr. Calhoun certainly made no such attempt in the elaborate treatise composed
hy him, mainly for tho purpose of e;s:ponnding the doctrine of nullification.
li e duims tho support of these rosolutio11s without adverting to the fact
I hat his interpretation of them had been repudiated by their illustrlons
author. He repeats his exploded paradoxes as confidently as if Mr. :Madi~on himRelf had expired with the Alien and Sedition laws, and left no
testimony to the meaning of his resolutions; while, at the present day,
with equal confidence, the same resolutions are appealed to by the disciples of 1'fr. Calhoun as sustaining the doctrine of secession, in the face of
the p<>siti rn declaration of their author, when that doctrine was first timidly
broached, that they will bear no such interpretation.
Tn this reRpeot the disciples have gone beyond the master. There is a
single sentence in Mr. Calhoun's elaborate volume in which he maintains
!,he right of a state to secede from the Union. (Page 301.) There is
rca8on to suppose, however, that he intended to claim only the inalienable
right of revolution. In 1828 a declaration of political principles was

* .\ very con,tdcrablc portion of the Important volume contlllning a sclcetion from

thu Madison papers, anrl printed .. oxclusi"cly for pri"ate distribution," by J. C.
MeGuirc, Esq., in 1858, is taken up wit.b these lette:rs and es.says.
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drawn "P b:; him for the stato of 801Jth Carolin 1. in which it w:is oxprossly taught, thnt tho people of that slate, b_,, :idopting lhc federal constitution had "modified its original right oJ.<;QvereigntiJ, wherehy its individual consent was neces~ary to any change in its political condition, and by
becoming a member of tho Union. had placed that power in tho hands of
throe-fourths of the states (the number necessary for a constitutional
amendment), in whom the highest power known to tho conAtitntion actually resides." Tn a recent patriotic speech of Mr. Reverdy .Tohnson, at
Frederick, Md .. on the 7th of .May. the distinct authority of .Mr. Calhoun
iAquoted as late as 1844 against tho right o~ sopa rate action on the part
of an individual state. and I mn assured by the same respected gentleman,
that it is within his personal knowledge, that Mr. Calhouu did not maintain the peaceful right of scccgsion.
Bnt it may be thought a waste of time to argue again~t a constitutional
right of peaceful sccesRioa, since no one denies the right of revolution ;
and no pains aro spared by the diRafl"ected loaders, while they claim indeed the constitutional right. to represent thei r mo,·emcut as the uprising
of an indignant people against an oppres~ive and t)•rannicul government.
An oppressive and tyrnnnical government ! Let us examine this pretence for a few moments, first in the general and then in the detail of its
alleged tyrannies and ahuses.
This oppressive and tyrannical government is lhe successful solution of
a. problom which had tasked the sagacity of mankind from the dawn of
civilization; viz. : to find a form of polity by which institutions purely
popular could be extended over a vast empire, freo alike from despotic
centralization and unduo preponderance of the local powers. It wns necessarily a. complex system, a Union at once federal and national. n
loaves to the separate states lhe control of all mattors of purely local administration, and confides to the central power the management of foreign
affairs and of all other concerns in which the united family have a. joint
interest. All the organized and delegated powers depend directly or._very
nearly so on popular choica. This government was not imposed upon the
people by a foreign conqueror; it is not an inheritance descendin~ from
barbarous ages, laden with traditionary a.buses, which create a painful
ever-recurring necessity of refor1n: it is not the conceit of heated enthusiasts in the spasms of a revolution. It is the recent and Yoluntary framework of an enlightened age. compacted by wise and good men, with deliberation and care, working upon materials prepared by long colonial discipline. In framing it they sought to combine the merits and to avoid the
defects of former systems of government. 'l'he greatest possible liberty of
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the citizen is tho bams; just representntion the rnlin~ principlr. rcc-cncilin,; with raro in6 enuiLy the fodcrul equality of the states with U10 p roportionate influence of numbers. Its lci,rislative and executive magistrates
are freely chosen at short periods; its judiciary alone holding office by :1
more permanent but still sufficiently 1·e$ponsible tenu re. No money flows
into or out of tho treasury but under the direct sanction of the representatives of the people, on whom also all tho great functions of the govern ment for peace a nd war, within the Iiruits alrc>aily intlic·atcd, aro devolved.
No l1ereditary titles or privileges; no distinction of ranks, no establi8hod
church, no courts of high comrnis~ion are known to the system ; not a
drop of blood has ever flowed under its authority for a political oflenoc :
but this tyranr.ical and oppressive goYCrmnent has certainly exhibited a
more perfect development of equal republican principles than has e,,er be·
fore existed 011 any considerable scale. Under its benign influence the
country, every part of the country, bas prospered beyond all former example. It.s population has inc·reased; its commerce. agrioullure and mauutacturos have flourished ; man11ef1', arts, cdueation. letters, all that dignifies aud ennobles man, have in a shorter period attained a higher poin t
of cultil•ation than hns e,·cr before been witnessed in a nowly-settled
region. The consequence has been consideration and intluen<'e abroad aud
marvellous well-being at home. The world has looked with admiration
upon the country's p rogress; we have onrsch·es contemplnted it perbapR
with undue self-complacerey. Armies without conscription; navies with out impressment, and neither army nor navy swelled to an oppressive Hize :
an overflowing treasury without direct taxation or oppressirn taxataon of
any kind; churches without number and with no denominational preferouccs on the part of the state; scl.Jools anrl colleges ae<·essiblo to all the
people; a free and a cheap press; all the great institutions of social life
extending their benefits lo the mass of the conuuunit)'. Sn<:h. no ono can
denr, is tho general character of this oppressive and tyran11ical govern ment.
B1)t perhaps this government, however wisely planned, however bon•
clicial even in its oporatioo, may have been rendered distasteful, or ma_v
have become oppressive in one part of the country aml to one portion of
the people, in consequence of the control of affairs Jrnving \Jeon monopolized or unequally shared hy auother portion. 1n a confederacy the
people of one section are not well pleased to he CYcn mildly governed
br an exclusive domination of the other. In point of fact this is the
allegation, the persistent alleg-atiou of tho South, that from the foundation of the government it has been wielded by the people of the 1-'G•tb
for Lhoil' special, often exclu~ivc benefit. and to the injury and opprcs-
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•ion of thr !"o:11h. J.('t 11s ,re. Out of sen•nty-two year• s;n<'C the orir;mization of the i:,rovernm<'nt, the C''t"<'<'nti\"C• dmir hn~ for si:<ty-fo11r
yl';lrn bc,:,n filled nearly all the time h)' 8outh<'rn Prc•i.tents, aml wh<'n
thnl was not the c•ase, hy President.~ possc,,ln!Z" the ronfidenM of th,:,
~nth. For a still lon~r period the rontrolling infhwnro of tho legislat.ivo ancl judicial <l<'partmcnl8 of th<' ,:tovernment hal'o centred in tho
~amc quartrr. or all the offices in the irifi of thl' ('('ntral power in
<'\'C•ty department, for mort• tlrnn lwr proportionate ,hare ha~ alwn~-s
l>ern enjoyc•<l h_\' the i'<n11tla. She is nt this momf'nt rcvollin,r against
a g,wernmc•nt. not only acl111ttetl to 1><' the mihlc•st :uul most bcnc•fic;>nt
c-,·er or_iraniz<'d thi, ,i<le l"tnpia. but onCJ whid1 she hns herself from th<'
firRt almo~t. monopolized.
nut arc there no ,noDI!"- ahu•<'~ :mrl oppr,•ssio11.. alleged to have
h<~•n s111TPrC'<l hy th<' ~11th, whid1 Jm,·e rencler,•d her lon,:ter suhmission
to the ferkrnl govl•1·nmcnt intolerahle, and which 11ro pleaded as the
motive anrl justific•ntion of the re,·olt '/ Of ('onrsc thrre arc, hut with
,11c·h vari:,t ion an<l 1mrerb1inty of El..tlement as to render their cxaminnt ion cliffic111t. Thc> mnnif<"sto of Ronth Carolina of tho 20th nerembC'r
la,t, wbic•h i<'<l thc wnr in this inauspi!'ious mov<>ment. sets forth nothing
h111 the passage of ,tate Jaws t-0 obstruct lite ~nrrcmler of fngiti-re
slm·cR Tho docm1ll'nt doe~ not st:1to tlrnt &mth rarotina her~olf evC'r
lost a 8lavr in ron<C'qnenc'C of thcsr- laws : it i8 not probahte she ever
•licl. and yc•t she m1k<'~ thc existence of thcs.• lnw~. which are wholly
inoperative nR far as 8he is Poncernc,I, nnd whi<'h prohahly never C'ansed
to the entire :a,oulh the los~ of a dozrn fuJ?ili,·<>s, tho ground for breaking np the Gnion an•\ plmu?ing the rountry into a c·ivil war. But T
shall presently ren!rt to tin" topic.
Other Htatement~ in olh<'T qnarlns enlarg<' the liRt of grirvanc-es.
ln tho mQnlh of '.\on,inber. after the re•nlt of the clretion wn8 nsccr111ined, a v('ry intcrrstin1' discnssion of the Hnhjoct or ~ccession took
phire at Millcclge,·illc. before the mcmh<'rs of the legi~lotnre of <loorgin
nncl the citizens R('nor-Jlly. hem-eon two li(Cntlcmen of greot ahility
nnd eminenc-c, sinro olcC'ted, the 0110 f;ccretary of :';tn!R, and tho other
Vicc-T-'residont or the now c-onfcderacy; the former urging the 11N•ossity
nnd duty of immcrlintc sec-.••~ion- l ho latter oppo~in~ it. T take thi•
gric>vnnccR nn<I ahuse~ of the fC'clerol i(O..--crnment, whic•h the Ronth hm,
sutTcrccl nt the hanrlR of tho North, and which wrre nrgcd by the former
apcnkcr a..~ tho groun,1~ of ~C('('s~ion. ns r find tlwm stated and on~wereil
by hi~ fric>n<I and fcllow-<'iti1."11 (then oppo,ed to ~('('('•<ion) aC<-oriling to
th<' report, in the '.\lillNl<?eYillt• pnpcr~.
\ncl what think yon. w:i• the- cricrnnec in th<' front rnnk of thM<' op-
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presRion~ on the pa rt of tho North whi<'h h:we drin'n the Ion~ snfforin;{
anrl patil'nt Rontlt to open rebellion n~inst "the he~t government that
the history of the world gives any account of ?" It was not that upon
which the convention of South Carolina rl'l ied. You will hardly bdie,·c
it; post.ority will surely not helieYe it. "We listened Fnid )[r. VicePrc~ident Stephens in his reply, ·· to my l1onorable friend last night ()fr.
Toombs), as ho reeonnted tl1e e1·ils of this go,·ernmenL. The fir.~t u:a,s tlte
fishing bmmtiu paid mo.~tly w the sailors of .Yew Hngland." The bonn ty
raid by tho federal jl'.overnmont to en<'onrage tho deep-sea flsherios of thc("nitcd Stntcs !
You arc aware that this lnhorions bran<'h of industry has by all maritime states been CYer regan!NI with specinl fa,·or as the nnrF~r~• of
naval power. The fl~heri<'R of tl1c ,\nwric·r.11 cckni<'s hl'forl' tho _\ meri••an Revolution drew from Bnrke one of the mo~t gorgeous bursts of elo•1ncnce in our lnng-unirc-in any lang1rngr. They were nil hut annihilated
hy tho revolution. hut the_y furnished the mt>n who followecl ::lf,mly. ,md
T1lC'kcr, and Biildle. and Panl ,Tone~ to the jaws of dcnlh. Rc"iving after
the war, thry :1ttradcr.l the notic·e of the fir~t Congre~~, and were recommended to their faYor by :\fr. .Jefferrnn. then Seeretary of State. This
favor wns at fir~t extended to tl1em in the shape of n drawback of the
duty on the rnrions importe,1 articles <'ml)loyccl in the building and outfit
of vcs~els and on the foreign salt u~ecl in pres<'rving th<l fish. 'fhc complexity of this arranircmcnt lo<I to the ~nbstiintion at llrst of a ccrt:lin
bounty on the quantity of fish exported : suhscqn£>ntly on the tonnage of
the vossels employed in the fisherie~. .\II admini~trations have conc-urrl'd in the measure; PreRidents of all partieF-tl1ough thl'rc has not
beon mnch v:1rietr of party in thnt offi<'e- havc ,1ppr01·ed l11e appropriations. lf tho Xorth has a local intNest in tbeso bounties, tl1e Routh
:i;ot tho prin<'ipal foorl of her laboring population so mud1 the cheuper;
and Rhe hn,l her Mmmon Rhnrc in the protection which the navy afforded
her coasts, nnd in the glory which it shed on the flag of the country.
But sinre, unfortunately, the deep-~ca tish<'ries do not exist in the Gnlf
of i\[exico, nor. ns in the ··age of P~·rrhn." on Ille top of tho Blne Ridise,
it has been <li~covered of Jato .<"cars, that those bounties are a violation
of the ronstitution; a l:lrges~ he~towed by the rommon trca~ury on one
section of t.hc <·onntry, and not sha red by the other; ono of tho hundred
ways. in a word. in ,vhieh the rapacious North is fattening npon the oppressed anrl pillaged South. Yon will n11tn rallr wish to know ti)('
amount of this tyrnnnical anrl opprcs~ivo bounty. Tt is stated by a scn:1tor from .\labnma ()fr. C'ln_v), who !ins wnrrrd ngninst it with p<'rscver:onre mlll ,-cal, nn,l SU('~CNle,1 in the la•t ('on:rrc~s in P:1rrying a hill through
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the S-,111 • foe i:, rcp~.11. 10 h.1vt• amo1111lcd, 011 the an•r,:;re, to nu anuu,11
sum of :::200.00~. 811t·li i~ tlw portc11to11N gricvanco which in Georgia
stand8 at the head of the acts of opprc~-ion. for which. although re•
Jll.'aled in one 1,rnnC'h of Cou,:cr<'"S, the l•niou is to be broken up and lh1•
country cleRolnted by war. 8witzcrlancl revoltl'Cl be<•,111se an .\ustri:111
trran• iurndcrl the "arwtity of her tin•sides, uncl compelled her father,.
to shoot npplcs from th<• hea<ls of her son~: the Low Counlrie~ rovoltcil
l\(.,aiust !he fires of thP Inquisitio n: our fath,•rs re,·oltcd bc(•:1use they
were tnxc•d hy a Jlilrli11111••nt in which they were not r<'presc111ed; LIii'
(·otton stntes n•1·olt ht•<·ntrse a paltr_v ~uhventicm is pnid to the had_,,
tlshernwn who form the ncrv<' :iml musdl' of tlrl' .\u,cri,·,m na,,v.
But it b not. we shall he told. the amount of the bounty, bnt the priu•
c>iplc, :is our fathers re1•olted U!(uiu~t n three-1w1111y tax on tea. But that
was h<·rousc it w:i~ laicl by a 1>:1rliame11l in whid1 the <'()lonies were not
reprc,~cnted, and whi~h yet C'luimcd the right to bind them in all ca~cs.
'l'he fi~hing- bo1111ty is lK•stowcd by a iro,·<•rnmcnt which l111~ been from tlw
tlrst rontrolled hy th,• ~uth. 'l'hcn lww nnrcasonablu to expect or to
\\·ish, thnt. in II c·ountr.v so ,·ast as our~, no puhlic expenditure 8hould ht>
made for th<' imuicdiatc benefit for one purl or ouc intere~t that cannot b<>
idcnti<•11lly repeated in e,,ery other. A liberal poliey, or rather tho neee,.Hity of tho ca~1•1 dcmnud~. that wh!l.ttho public l(OUd. upon tho whole, rcc1uires, should under constitutionnl limit,1lions ht· done where it i~ required.
offsettiuK the lrx·al benl'tit \\ hich may :t('t·rue from the cxpenditnre rnud('
in 0110 pluec :tll(I for one object, with the local hetwfit from the ~amo source,
in 801110 other plare for some other obje<'t. )fore money was cxpcndctl b.v
the United f;tall•s in rcmo,·ing the Indians from Geor!("ia-cight or lc11
times aH much was expended for the samo objt:d in Floridt\--a~ hns hce11
paid for fishing honntic,- in !'C\"enty ycal'l'. For the last year, to pay for
the ex1><;nsc of the 1,ost-oflicc iu the sece<ling states, and onoble our fellowC'itizcns there to eujoy thu comforts of a new~papcr and letter mail to lh<'
aainc c~t~nt a, th<'~· nr<' enjoyed in the other stati,~, tltrt-c and a half millions of dollar~ were pnid from the t'Ommon t rcns11ry. The post-otliL'<'
bounty puicl to the sc,'t'din!! st:itcs exceeded >L'\'ent.e,·n-folcl the> unnnul
arnr:,,.._,.. amount of till' fishing bounty paid to the Xorth. In four J'<'Ur~
t hat exress wo11ltl e,pr:11 the s11m totnl of tho amount paid 8int'I.• 1792 iu
bounties to tb1• tlcep-sea fishery I
Tb<' se<;ond of the grievauc(is under which the South i~ laboring, uud
which, Ul'Porcling to )Jr. 8tephens. wa~. on the 0<·rasion ul111tled to. pleaded
by the S."Cretnr_l' of Stall' of tho , !l'Ctlin;.c ,tat.es us a ~nncl for dissolving
the U11ion, is the n:wi!(ation luw~, which girn to Am<'riean VC'Hsels U1C'
Pxch1Hi\'O enjoyment of our own coasti11g tr~<k 'l'hi, also i~ a polit,v
0
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coeval with the government of the Unjted States, and universally adopted
by maritime powers, though relaxed by l!:ugland within the last few
years. Like the fishing bounty it is a policy adopted for tho purpose of
fostering the commercial and with that tho naval marine of the United
States. A 11 admini~trations of all parties have favored it; under its influence vur commercial tonnage has grown up to he second to no other iu the
world, and our navy has proved itsol!' adequate to all the exigencies of
peace and war. And are these no objects in a national point of view?
Are the seceding statesmen really insensible to interests of such a paramount national importance? Can they, for the sake of an imaginary infinite~simal reduction of coastwiso freights, be willing to run even the ri~k
of imparing our naval prosperity? Arc they inoonsible to the fact that
nothing but tho growth of the American commercial marine protects the
entire freighting interest of the country, in which the South is more deeply
interested than the NorU1, from European monopoly? Tho South did not
always roko :;o narrow a view of the subject. When the constitution was
framed, and the ,\ mericnn merchant marine was inconsiderable, the di~crimioation in favor of the United States vessels, which then extended to
the foreign trade, was an object of some apprehension on the part of the
planting states. But there were statesmen in the South at that day who
did not regard the shipping interest as a local concern. "So far," said Mr.
l,dward Rutledge, in the South Carolina Convention of 1788, •· fron, not
preferring the Northern states by a navigation act, it would be politic to
increase their strength by every means iu our power; for we had no other
resource in our clays of danger Lhan in the naval force of our northern
friends, nor could we ever expect to become a great nation till we were
powerful on the waters." ( l~llioU's Debates, IV., 299.) But "powerful
on the waters" the South can never be. She has live-oak. naval stores,
and gallant officers; but her climate and its diseases, the bars at the moutb
of nearly all her harbors, the teredo, tho want of a merchant marine and
of fisheries, aud tbe character of her laboring population, will forever prevent her becoming a great naval power. Without the protection of the
navy of the lJnitod Statos, she would hold tho ingress and egress of every
port on her coast at tho mercy, I will not say of the great maritime states
of Bu rope; but of Holland, Denmark, and Austria, and Spain-of any
second or third rate power, which can keep a few steam-frigates at sea.
It mu~t be confessed, however, that there is a sad congruity between
the conduct of our seceding fellow-citizens and tho motives which they
assign for it. 'l'hcy attempt a suicidal separation of themselves from "
great naval power, of which they are now an integral part, aucl they put
forward as the reason for this self-destructive course, the legislative mens-
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urcs which ha\'e contributed to the ~rowth of tl,c na,-.,-. .\ judicious polic_1 designed to promote that end has built up lhl• <-ommcr<'ial and military
marine of the Union to its p1·esenl co1nmendi11g staturc 11nd power; the
8outh. though nMhlo to contribute ,my thiog to it~ prosp1,rity hut tho sen-it-cs of her 11:wal oOkcrs. enjoys her full share of the honor which it reflect.,
on the country; anJ the protcl"lion whido it extcuds to our llag, our coasl8,
mlfl our <.-ommcrc-c. hut under the inllut•nt-c of a narrow-minded sectional
jcalon~y, is willing to ahdk·,,ll/ the noble positiou whi1·h ~he now fill~
ainvng the nntionR or tho cmth; to ckpcml for hor ,•cry cxisteuco on the
t•xigcncic~ of the cotton market, to lin• upon tlw toleranl-o of the na,-ies
of Europe, 1111d she a--igus as lc-adi.ng t·auscs for this amazing fatuity, that
tlol' uortbcrn fisheries loayc hccn enc.-ouragecl by 11 trilling houuty, and that
thv northern rom!Jlcn•ial ll.larinc has thl' monopoly of the coa~twiso trade.
•\1111 tho ]Kolitician~. who. for reasons like thc~e, almost too frivolous to
uit-rit the lime we hum devott>d to their examination, are sappinK a noble
framework or b,o,·crnmcut. and drcnchinK a fair and but for them prosperou~ c-ountr~· in bloo,I, appeal to the public opinion of monkind for the ju8•
ti("<' of their cause und tho purity of tloeir moti\'es, and lift. their eyes to
ht•u,·cn for a bles~iu;r on their nnns l
But the tariff is--with one 11xc.-eption-tlle allob-ed monster wroug for
which South Carolina iu 183~ <lro,·e tlw Union to the vcr1-:o of a civil war.
,111(1 which. next t-0 thl' :<la,•cry question, tho South Jou~ been taught to
rcl(ltrd as tloc most Krit•,·ou~ of the opprc~::iions which ~he suffl,I':! ut the
loun<ls of tloo North, und that li.v whi<-h sho seeks to win tho symp,ithy of
the manufacturing ~latcs of J•:urope. l am certainly not going 80 far to
ahn,e your 1~1tient-c as to entt-r into a discussion of tho c-onstitulionalit~·
or l·xpcdieucy of the prote<:tirn policy, 011 which I am aware that opinions
at tloc North Jiffcr, nor <lo l deem it ucc·essary to oxpo,e the utter fallacy
of tho stupendous paradox. thnt duties. cnhancin;: the price of imported
artido5, are paid, not \,y the <~m~umcr of the mcrchan<li>o imJ>ortucl, but
1,y the protlu<.-cr of the b~t urticlo or O:\:port given in exchange. It is
,ullkient to say that for ti.ti~ maxim (tho forty-bale theory !'O called), which
hu~ grown into an artidc of faith at tlu; South. not the slightest authority
e,·t•r has 1.Jccn, lo my kuowlotll-(O, adducod from 1111y politicnl economist of
,my school. [n<lecd, it can he showu lo be a slmllow ~ophi~m, inasmuch
a~ the consumer mu,t he tlw producer of the cquivalcntR given in exd1:1nge for tho article he cou~nmes. But without cnterinK into this discus~ion, I ~hall make n few remarks to show the great inju~tice of representing the protective syskm as being in its origin an opprc,-sion, of
whidt the Sonlh has lo compluin on tho part of tho North.
J~\"Ory such suggc8tion is :I <.-ompletc inversion of the truth of history.
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8ome attempts at manufactures by machinery wcro n,ade at tl,e North
beforo the Revolution, but to au inconsiderable extent. 'l'ho manufacturing system as a groat northern interest is tho child of' the restrictive policy
of' J 807-1812, and of the war. 'l'hat policy was pursuecl ai:rain~t the earnest
opposition of the North, and tho temporary vrostration of' their commerce,
navigation and fisheries. '!'heir capital was driven in this way into mauufactures, and ou tho retum of peace the foundatious of' the protective
~ystem were Jaiu in tho square-yard duty on cotton fabrics, in the support
of which Mr. Calhoun, advised that tho growtll of the manufacture would
open a new market for the staple of tho South, took the lead. As late as
1821 the legislature of South Garc,lina unanimously affinue(l the constitutionality of protective dutics-aud of all tho states of the Union Louisiam,
has derived lhe greatest benefit frvlll this policy; in fact she owes the
sug-ar culture to it, and has for that reason given it her steady support.
lu all the tariff battles while l was a rucmbcr of Congress, Jew votes were
surer for the policy than that of Louisiana. lf the duty on an article imported is considNed as ru:ldcd to its price in our market (which, howovN,
is for frow being invariably the case), tho sugar duty of Jato has awc,unted
to a tax of five millions of dollars annually paid by the consumer for the
benelit of the Louisiana plantor.
•\s to its beiug an unconstitutional policy, it is perfectly well kuowu
that the protection of wauufacuircs was a leading and avowed object for
the formation of tho constitution. The second law passod by Congress
after its formation was a rernuue law. Its preamble is as follows:
"Whereas it is necessary for the support of gornnnu!'nt., for the discharge
of the debts of tho Uniced States, and the cucvnragement and protection
oi manufactures, that duties be laid on goods, wares and rnerchamlisc
imported." That act was reported to tho llousc of Rc:preseotativcs by Mr.
Madison, who is entitled ai. much as ,my one to be called the father of the
constitution. While it was pending before the lwusc, and in the first
week of the first session of the Jir8t Congress two memorials wcro prcsoutcd, praying for vrot.ccth·e duties; and it is a matter of some curiosity
to inquire from what part of tl10 count ry thii. first call came for that policy.
uow put forw,ird as one of the acts of :Northern oppression which justilj
the South in flying to arws. 'l'he first of these petitions was from Baltimore. It implored tho new gof·crnmcnt to lay u protecting duty on all
articles imported from abroad which can be manufactured at home; the
second was from the shipwrights of Charleston. South Carolina, praying
for such a general regulation of t.radc, and the establishment of such a
navigation act as will relieve the particular distresses of the petitioners,
ill common with those of their fellow-shipwrights throughout tho Union I
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But the history of tho great Southern staple is most curious and instructive. His majesty "King Cotto11,'' on hiR thrnne, docs· not seem to be
aware of the inHueuces which surrounded his cradle. 'l'he culture of
cotton, on nny considerable scale, is well known to be of recent date it,
America. Tho houRchold manufacture of cotton was coeval with the settlement of the country, A ce:ntury before the piano-forte or the harp was
seen on this continent, the music of the spinning-wheel was heard at every
fireside in town and country. The raw materials were wool, flax, and
cotton, tho la5t imported from the \Yest Tndie~. 'l'he colonial system of
l: reat Britain before tho Revolution forbade the establishment of any other
than household manufactures. Soon after the Revolution, cotton mills
were erected in Rhode Tsland and )fossaclrnsetts, and the infant manufacture waR encouraged L,y state duties on the imported fabric. The raw
material was sUII derived exclusively from tho il'est Indies. Its culture
in this country wa.s so extremely limited and so little known that a small
parcel sent from tho united States to Liverpool in 1784 was sci.zed at the
custom-hou~c there as an illicit importation of British colonial prodnco.
l<:ven as late as 1794, and hy persons so intelligent as the uegotiators of
Jay's trcat,r, it w~ not known that cotton was an article of growth and
export from the United States. In tho tweU'th article of that treaty, as
hiid beforo the Senate, cotton was included with molasses, sugar, coffee,
and cocoa, as articles which American vessels should not be permitted to
carry f'rom the islands, or from tho United States to any foreign country.
fn tho revenue law of J 790 as it passed through the lI011so of Representative~, cotton wit.h other rnw matel'ials was placed on the free list.
When the bill reached the Senate a duty of three cents per pound was
laid upon cotton, not to encourage, not to protect, but to create the domestic culture. On the discu8sion of this amendment in the House, a member from South Carolina. declared that "cotton was in contemplation" in
0011th Carolina. and Ucor!-(ia, '· and if good ;·e,xl oould be procured he hoped.
·it11light succeed." On this hope tbe amendment of the Senate was concmTed iu, and the duty of three cents per pound was laid on cotton. fo
1791 Hamilton, in his report on manufactures, recommended the repeal of
tbis duty, on the ground that it was "a very serious impediment to the
manufacture of cotton," but his recommendation was disregarded.
Thus in the infancy of the cotton manufactures of the North, at the moment when they were deprived of the protection extended to them before
the constitution by state laws, and while they were struggling against
English competition under the rapidly improving machinery of .Arkwright,
which it was highly penal to export to foreign countries, a. heavy burden
was laid upon thorn by this protecting duty, to enable the planters of South
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Carolina and Georgia to explore the tropics, for a variety of cotton-seed
adapted to their climate. For seven years at least, and probably more,
this duty was in every sense of the word a protecting duty. There was
not a pound of cottou spun, no not for candlewicks to light the humble industry of the cottages of the North, which did not pay this tribute to the
Southern planter. The growth of the native article, as we have seen,
bad not in 1794 reached a point to be known to Chief-Justice Jay as one
of actual or probable export. As late as 1796, the manufacturers of Brandywine in Delaware petitioned Congress for the repeal of this duty on imported cotton, and the petition was rejected on the report of a committee,
consisting of a majority from the Southern states, on the ground Lhat "to
repeal the duty on raw cotton imported would be to damp the growth of
cotton in our own country." Radicle and plumule, root and branch, blossom and boll, the culture of the cotton-plant in the United States was, in
its infancy, tho foster-child of the protective system.
When therefore, the pedigree of "king cotton" is traced, he is found to be
the lineal child of the tariff; called into being by a specific duty; reared
by a tax laid upon the manufacturing industry of the North, to creato the
culture of the rMv material in the South. The northern manufactures of
.America wore slightly protected in 1789, because they we,-e too feoble to
stand alone. Reared into magnitude under the restrictive system and the
war of 1812, thoy wore upheld in 1816 because they were too important
to be sacrificed, and because the great staple of the South had a joint interest in their p,-ospority. King cott.on alone, not in his manhood, nor in
his adolescence, not in his infancy, but in his very embryo state, was pensioned upon the treasury- before the seed from which ho sprang was cast
"in the lowest parts of the earth." In the book of the tariff "his members were written, which were fashioned in countenance, when as yet
there were none of thom."
But it was not enough to create the culture of cotton at the South, by
taxing the manufactures of the North with a duty on the raw material,
the extension of that culture and the prosperity which it has conferred
upon tho South are due to tho mechanical genitfs of the Nortb. What
says Mr. Justice Johnson of the Supreme Court of the United States, and
a citizen of South Carolina? "With regard to the utility of this discovery" (the cotton-gin of Whitney), "the court would deem it a waste of
time to dwell long upon this topic. Is there a man who hears us that has
not experienced its utility? The whole interior of the Southern states
was languishing and its inhabitants emigrating for want of some object to
engage their attention and employ their industry, when the invention of
this machine at once opened views to them which set the whole country
3
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m nctivo motion. From childhood to age it hns presented u~ a lucrathe
employment. Individuals who aro depressed in poverty and Runk iu idlenes~, have suddenly risen to wealth and respectability. Our debts have
been paid off; our capiuus increased, and our lands trebled in value. We
cannot oxpress tho weight of obligation which the country owes to this
invention; the extent of it cannot now be seen.'' Yes, nnd when happier
days shall return, and tho South, awakening from her suicidal delusion,
shall remember who it was that sowed her sunny fields with the sccda of
those golden crops with which sho thinks to rule the world, she will cast
a veil of oblivion over the memory of the ambitious men who have goaded her to her present madness, and will rear a monument of her gratitude
in the beautiful City of Elms, over the a~hes of her greatest benefactorEli Whitney.
But tho great comp!Aint of the South, and that which is aclmitted to be
the occasion of the present revolt, i~ the alleged interference of the North
in the Southern institution of slavery; a subject on which tho sensibilities
of the two sootious have boon so deeply and fearfully stim:d, tluit it i~
nearly impossible to speak words of impartial truth. As I have already
stated, the declarntion by South Carolina, of the cause~ which promptt-d
her to secede from the Union, alleged no other reason for this movement
than tho enactment of laws to obstruct the surrender of fugitive slave~.
The declnration docs not sta'o that South Carolimi ever lost a slave by
the operntion of those laws, and it is doubtful whother a dozen from 1111
the states have boon lost from this cause. A gros~ error on this subjecl
pervades the popular mind at the Sonth. Some hundreds of slaves in tho
aggregate escape annually; some to tho reccsties of tho Dismal Swamp;
some to the everglades of J!'lorida; flQmo to tho trackles~ mountain region
which traverses tho South; some to tho Mexican state~ and the Indian
tribes; some across the free states to Cnuada. The popular foeling of the
South ascribes the entire Joss to the Jaws of Lile frco stt\tes; while it i~
doubtful whctl1er these lnws cause any portion of it. The public sentiment of the North is not such, of course, as to dispose the community to
obstruct the escape or aid iho surrender of sla,e~. N"oilher is it at thu
South.
No one, I am told, at tl1e South, not called upon by official duty, joins in
the hue and cry aft~r a fugitive; and whenever ho escapes from auy stato
south of U1c border tier, it its ovident that his flight must have been aided
m a community of slm•choldel'l!. If the Korth Carolina fugitive escapes
through Virginia, or tho Tennessee fugitive oscapes through Kentucky,
why are Pennsylvania and Ohio alone blamed? On this whole subjccL
1he grossest injustice is done to tho North. She is expected to be moro
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tolerant of slavery than the South herself; for whilo the South demandi:
of the N orlh entire acquiescence in the extremest doctrines of slave property, it is a well known fact, and a.~ such alluded to by Mr. Clay in hi~
speech on the compromises of 1850, that any man who habitually traffic.s
in this property is held in the same infamy at Richmond and New Orlean.s
that he would be at Philadelphia or Cincinnati.
While South Carolina, assigning the cause of secession, confines herself
to the state laws for obstructing the surrender of fugitives, in other quarters, by the press, in the manifestoes and debates on the subject of secession, and in the official papers of the new confederacy, the general conduct
of the North, with respect to slavery, is put forward as the justifying, nay
the compelling cause of the revolution. This subjoct, still more than tha,
of the tariff: is too trite for discussion, with the hope of saying any thing
new on the general question. I will but submit a few considerations to
show the great injustice which is done to the North, by representing her
as the aggressor in this sectional warfare.
'l'he Southern theory assumes that, at the time of the adoption of th<'
constitution, the same antagonism prevailed as now between the North
and South, on the general subject of slavery; that although it existed to
some extent in all the ~tates but one of the Union, it wa~ a feeble and declining interest at the North, and mainly seated at the South; that the·
soil and climate of the North were soon found to be unpropitious to slav<,
labor, while the reverse was tho case at the South ; that the Nor then,
states, in consequence, having from interested motives abolished slavery,
sold their slaves to the South, and that then, although the existence of
slavery was recognized and its protection guarantied by the constitution.
as soon as the Northern states had acquirnd a controlling voice in Congress, a persistent and organized system of hostile measures, against the·
rights of the owners of slM·os in the Southern states, was inaugurated and
gradually extended, in violation of the c.-ompromises of the constitution, a~
well as of the honor and good faith tacitly pledged to the South, by thr
manner in which the North disposed of her slaves.
Such, in substance, is the statement of Mr. Davis in his late message, and
he then proceeds, seemingly as if rehearsing the acts of this northern majority iu Congress, to refer to the anti-slavery measures of the state legistures, t,o the resolution~ of abolition societies, to the passionate appeals of
the party press, and to the acts of lawless individuals during the progress
of this unhappy agitation.
Now this entire view of the subject, with whatever boldness it is af.
firmed, and 1vith whatever persistency it is repeated, is destitute of foundation. It is demonstrably at war with the truth of history, and is con-
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tradictcd by facts known to U10Re now on tho stage, or which aro matters
of recent record. At the time of the n<loption of tho conRlitution, and long
afterwards, there wa8, generally speaking, no sectional dilferenco of opinion between North and South on the subject of slavery. It was in both
parts of U1e country regarded, in tho eslabli~hed formula of the day, "as a
soci11I, political and moral evil." 'l'he general feeling iu favor of universal
liberty and tJ1e rights of man, wrought into fervor in the progre~s of the
revolution, naturally strengthened the anti-~lavery sentiment throughout
the Union. It is the South which has since changed, not the North. 'fhe
theory of :1 change in the Northern mind, growing out of a discovery made
soon after 1789, that our soil and climate wcro unpropitious to slavery (as
if the 8oil and climate then wore different from wha~ they had always
been), and a consequent sale to tho South of the slaves of the ::-forth, is
purely mythical; as ground.loss in fact as it is absurd in statement. I
ha\'e oft.en asked for the evidence of this Inst allegation, and I havo never
found an incli,idual who attempted even to prove it. But however this
may be, the South at that rimo regarded ~tavery as an evil, though a necessary one, and habitually spoko of it in that light. Its continued existence was supposed to depend upon keeping up the African slave-trade;
and. South as well as North, Virginia as wcll as MaRsachusetts, passed
laws to prohibit that traffic; they were, however, before the Revolution,
vetoed by the royal governors. One of tho first acts of tho Continental
Congre~s, unanimously s ubscribed by its members, was an agreement neither to import nor purchase any slave imported after tho first of Derember, 1774. In the Declaration of Independence, as originally drafted by
Mr. Jefferson, both slavery and the slave-trade wero denounced in the
most nncompromi~ing language. Jo J 777 tho traffic was forbidden in Virginia by state law, no longer subject to tho veto of royal governors. In
1784 an ordinance wns reported by Mr. J elforson to tho old CongresR, providing that after 1800 there should bo no slavery in any territory ceded or
to be ceded to tho United Stat.es. The ordinance failed at that limo to bo
enacted, but the same prohibition formed n part, by general consent, of
the ordinance of 1787 for the organization of the Northwestern territory.
In his Notes on Virginia, published in that year, Mr. Jolferson depicted
the evils of slavery in terms of fearful import. In the same year tho constitution was framod. Jt recogniwd the oxistence of slavery, but lhe
word was carefully excluded from the instrument, and Congress was authorized to abolish the traffic in twenty years. ln 179G, Mr. St. George
Tucker, Law Professor in Willium and Mary College in Virginia, published a treatise entitled "Proposal for the Graduul Abolition of Slavery, l)edicated to the General Assembly of the peoplo of Virginia." In the prcfuco
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to the essay he speaks of the "abolition of slavery in this state as an object of the first importance, not only to our moral and domestic peace, but
even to our political salvation." In 1797 Mr. Pinckney, in the legislature
of Maryland, maintained that "by the eternal principles of justice no man
in the state has the right to hold his slave a single hour." In 1803, Mr.
John Randolph, from a committee on the subject, reported that "the prohibition of slavery by the ordinance of 1787 was wisely calculated to promote
the happiness and prosperity of the northwestern states and to give
strength and security to that extensi,,e frontier." Under Mr. Jefferson,
the importation of slaves into the territories of Mississippi and Louisiana
was prohibited in advance of the time limited by the constitution for the
interdiction of the slave-trade. When the Missouri restriction was enacted, all the members of Mr. Monroe's cabinet-~Ir. Crawford, Mr. Calhoun
and Mr. Wirt-concurred with Mr. Monroe in affirming its constitutionality. In 1832, after the Southampton Massacre, the evils of slavery were
exposed in the legislature of Virginia, and the exJ>ecliency of its g radual
abolition maintained, in terms as decided as were ever employed by the
most uncompromising agitator. A bill for that object was introduced into
the .Assembly by the grandson of Mr .Jefferson, and warmly supported
by distinguished politicians now on the stage. Nay, we have the recent
admission of the Vice-President of the seceding confederacy, that what he
calls "the errors of the past generation," meaning the anti-slavery sentiments entertained by Southern statesmen, "still clung to many as late as
twenty years ago."
To this hasty review of Southern opinions and measures, showing their
accordance till a late date with Northern sentiment on the subject of
slavery, I might add the testimony of Washington, of Patrick Henry, of
George Mason, of Wythe, of Pendleton, of Mar$hall, of Lowndes, of Poinsett, of Clay, aud of nearly every first-class name in the Southern states.
Nay, as late as 1849, and after the Union had been shaken by the agitations incident to the acquisition of Mexican territory, the convention
of California, although nearly one half of its members were from the
slaveholding states, unanimously adopted a constitution by which slavery
was prohibited in that state. In fact it is now triumphantly proclaimed
by the chiefs of the revolt, that the ideas prevailing on this subject when
the constitution was adopted are fundamentally wrong; that the new
government of the Confederate States "rests upon exactly the opposite
ideas ; that its foundations are laid and its corner-stone reposes upon the
great tmth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that slaverysubordination to the superior race-is his natural and normal condition.
Thus our new government is tho first in tho history of the world based
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upon thi,. phy,,ical. philosophical and moral truth." So little foundation is
there for the statement that the North, from the first, ha,. been engaged
in a struggle with the South on the subject of ~Javery, or has departed in
any degree from the spirit with which the Union was entered into by both
parties, the fact i,. precisely the re,·cn-c.
)fr. Davis, in his message to tho Confederate States, goes o,er n Jong
list of measures which ho cleclares to have been innuguratcd, and gradually
extended, as soon as tho northern states had reached a suftlcient number
to give their r<'presentativc,. a rontrolling voico in Congress. But of all
those measures not one is a matter of Congressional legi~lation, nor has
Congress, with this alleged controlling voice on the part of the North,
ever either pMsed a Jaw hostile to the interc.,ts of the !3outh. on the
~ubjcct of slavery, or failed to pass one which the South has claimed as
belonging to her rights or needed for her ,.afety. In truth, the antisla,ery North ne,,er has had the rontrol of both house~ of Congress.
nc,er of the judiciary. rorely of tho executive, un<l nen•r exerted tlwse to
the prejudice of Southern rights. Every judicial or legi~lative issuo on
this question, witJ1 the single exception of tho llnal admission of Knn~a!t,
that has e,er been raised before Congress, ha~ been dec-idcd in fa\·or of
che South, ::md yet she allows herself to allege "a persistent and organized system of ho8tile measures agninst the rights of the owners of slaves"
as the justification of her rebellion.
Tho hostile measures alluded to are, as I ha,e said, none of them
matters of Congressional legislation. Some of thorn are purely imaginary
as to any injurious effect, others much exaggerated, others unavoidably
incident to freedom of speech and the press. You are aware, my friends..
that T ha,e always disapproved tho agitation of sla,·cry for party purpo~o~, or with a viow to infringe upon the conslitutionnl rights of the
South. But if tho ~forth has gi,en cause of complaint in this respect. the
fault has been equally committed by the South. The subject ha~ been
fully as much abused thorc as hero for party purposes, and if tho North
has ever made it the means of gaining a sectional triumph, she has but
done what the South. for the last twcnty-frrn years.. hag never mis~ed an
occasion of doing. With respect to every thing substantial in the romplaints of the South against the North, Congress and the state~ have
afforded or tendered all ren•onable--1111 possible--satisfaction. She complained of the Missouri Compromise, althou!(h adopted in ronformity \\;th
all the tradition8 of the government and approved by tho most judicious
Southern statesmen, and after thirty-four :,carR' acquiesrenre on the 11art
of the people. Congres~ repealed it. She askt-(1 for a judicial decision of
tho territorial question in her fa,or, and the Supreme Court of tho United
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8tatc~, in contravention of the whole current of our legiRlntion, ~o decidC'd

ir. She insisted on carrying this deci.:sion into effect, and three ne"·
territories, at the very last ~ession of Congress, were organized in conformity to it, as "Cfah and New Mexico had been before it was rendered.
She clomandod a guaranty against amendments of the constitution advenc
10 her intercRts, and it was given by tho rcq11i•itc majority of the two
II011scs. She required the repeal of the state laws obstructing the surrender of fugitive RlaveR, nnd althongh sho had tnkcn the extreme remedy of reYolt into her handi<, they were repealed or modified. Nothing
Ratisficd her, bccau~c there was an actiYc party in tho cotton-growing
states, led by ambitious men, determined on disunion, who were resolved
not to be satisfied. In one in~taneo alone the South has 11111fcrcd defeat.
The North, for the llr~t time ~ince tho foundation of tho government, has
chosen a Pre~ideut by her unaided electoral Yotc; nod that is the OC('!I.Hion of the present unnatural war. I did not, as you J,...now, contribute to
that result. but I did eolfat under the banner of "the Union, tho constitution, nnd tho enforcement of the laws." Under thnt banner I mean to
stand, and with it, if it is strnck down, T am willing to fall. F.ven for
this rc,ult the South has no one to blame but herl!Clf. Her disunioni~u.
would gi,·o their 1•otes for no canclidato but tho one selected by leadcni
who avowed the purpose of effecting a revolution of tho cotton states, and
who brought about a schism in tl10 democratic party directly calculated,
probauly designed, to produce tho event which actually took pince with
all its dread consequences.
I trust I have shown the flagrant injustice or this whole attempt to
fasten upon the North the tharge of wielding the powers of tho federal
government to the prejudice of the South. But there is one great ract
connected with this subject, 8Cldom prominently brought forward, which
ought forever to close the lips of the South, in this warfare of l'Cetional
repronch. Under tho old confederation tho Congre~s consisted of but onr
Ilouse, and each state, largo and small. had but a single vote and consequently an equal shore in the goYemment, if goyernment it could 1,.- called.
of tho Union. This manifest injuRtice was barely tolornblo in a state of
war, when the imminence of the puhlic dnnger tended to produce una..
nimity of feeling and action. i\'hen the rountry was relieved from the
pressure of the war, and cli~cordnnt interc8ts more and more disclosed
themseh·es, the equality of the states became a positive clement or discontent, and contributed its full share to the downfall of that ahort-lived and
ill-compacted frume of government.
Accordingly, when the Con~titution of the United States wa.~ formed.
the gr<·at ohjl'Ct and the lllllin dilfa·ulty WM to rC<'Oneilo the eqnnlity ol
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the st,1tcs (which gave t.o Rhode Island and Delaware equal weight with
Virginia and Massachusett~), with a proportionate representation of the
people. Each of these principles was of vital importance; tho first being
demanded by tho smnll state~, as due to their equal independence, and the
last being demanded by tho lnrge state!!, in virtue of the fact, that the Constitution was tho work and the government of tho people, and in conformity with the great law in which tho revolution had its origin, that
representation and taxation ~hould go hand in hand.
The problem was solved in the federal COD\'Ontion by a Aystem of extremely refined arrangements, of which tho chief wos that thoro"sboulcl be
two llouscs of Congress; that each state should have an equal representation in the Senato ("oting, however, not by states but per capita), and a
number of representatives in the Ilouso in proportion to itti population.
But bore a formidable difficulty proeeuled itself, growing out of the anomalous character of the population of the ~la\'ebolding states, consistinp: as
it did of a dominant and a subject class--the !:Iller excluded by local law
from tho enjoyment of all political rights and regarded simply as property.
In this state of thing$, was it just or equitable thnt the slavcholding stntos,
in addition to tho number of rcpresentatirns to whidt their free population
entitled them, should have a further share in tho go\"ernment of the country, on account of the slaves held as property by a small portion of the
ruling class? While property of every kind in tho 11011-sla,•eholding st.ates
was unrepresented, was it just that this specie~ of property, forming a
large proportion of the entire properly of the South, should be allowed to
swell the representation of the sla\'eholdinp: states?
This serious difficulty was finally disJJOsed of, in a manner mutually
satisfactory, by providing that representath·cs and direct taxes should be
apportioned among the stale~ on the same basis of population, ascert.11ined
by adding to tho whole number of free persons thrce-fiflbs of the ~laYes.
It was expected at this tim<.>, that the fcdernl treasury would be mainly
supplied by direct taxation. ""hilc, therefore. tho rule adopted gave to
I.he South a number of representatives out of proportion to tho number
of her citizens, she would be restrained from cxcr<:i~ing this power to tho
prejudice of tho North, by tho fact that nuy increnso of th~ public burdens
would fall in the 8ame incren~cd proportion on herself. For the additional
weight which lho South gained in the Prcsidentiul election, by this adjustment, tho North received no compenNition.
But now mark the practirnl opcratioo of the compromise. Direct taxation, instead of being tho chief rci!Oureo of tho treasury, has been redertcd to but four times since the foundation of tho government, and then
for small amounts, in 1798 two millions of dollars, in 1813 three millions,
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in 1815 six millions, in 1815 threo millions ngnin, in nll fourteen millions,
the sum lolul raised by direct taxation iu seYenty-two year", less than on
average oft wo hundred thousand dollars a year. What number of reprcsentarirn~, beyond tho proportion of their frce population, tho South hn.~
elected in former Congresses I have not computed. In tho ln~t Congrr"s
she was represented by twenty mcn,hers in behalf of her ~l:wes, being
nearly one-eleventh part of the entire House. .\s U1e incrcn.sing ratio of
the two <'la,~cs of tho population ho" not greatly rnried. it i!< probable that
the South, in virtue of her Rlavcs, hn" nlways enjoyed about the finme pro·
portionato representation in the Hon~o in oxcesR of that accruing from her
free population. As it hos rarely happened, in our political divil<ions. thnt
important measures ha,•o been carried by large majorities, this excess has
been quite sufficient to assure the Routh a majority on all fiectional questions. I t enabled her lo elect her candidate for the PreHidon<'y in l 800,
and thus e!fcet the grent political re,,olution of that year, and is sufficient
of itself to uC'COunt for that approach to a monopoly of the go,·crnment
which she hos ever enjoyed.
Now, though tho conKideration for whfoh the Korth agreed to this nrrongement mny be said to have wholly failed, iL has ne,·ertheless been
quietly ncquiosccd in. I do not mean that in time~ of high party excitement it has never been alluded to as a hardship. The Hartford Convention spoke of it as a grievance which ought to be remedied; but oven sineo
our politic:11 controversies !rove turned almost wholly on the subject of
slaniry, I um not aware that this entire failure of the equh·nlcnt, for which
the North g,we up to tho South what has secured her in foct the almost
exclusirn control of tho government of tho country, has been II frequent or
a prominent ~ubject of c-omplaint.
So much for the pur,mit of the ~forth of measures hostill' to the imcrosts of tho , ,outh ;-so much for the gric,·ance~ urged by tho Ronth a~ her
j ustification for bringing upon tho country tho crimes and suffering,; of
ciYil war, and aiming nt the prostratio11 of a go,·rrnmcnt admitted by horself to be tho most perfect the world has seen, and under wl1ich all her
own interest,; have been eminently protected and favored; for, to complete
the demonstmtion of tho unrea~onableuess of her complaints, it is nN·c~gary only to add, that by tho admi~sion of her leading public men, there
never was a lime. when her '· peculi11r institution'' was ~o stable and prO!<•
porous as at the present moment.
And now let us rise from these disregarded appeals to tlie truth of history and the wretched subtleties of tho secesgion ficbool of a rgument, 1111(1
oontemplnte the great issue before 111<, in its solemn prncti,•al reality.
"Wby should we not," it is asked. •· admit the claims of the s~'Ceding states,
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acknowledge their independence, and put an end at once to the war?"
"Why should wo not?" I answer the question by asking another, "Why
should we ?" What have we to hope from the pursuit of that course?
Peace ? But we were at peace before. Why are wo not at peace now?
The North has not waged the war ; it has been forced upon us in selfdefence; and if, while they had the constitution and tbe laws, the executive Congress and the courts, all controlled by themselves, the South, dissatisfied with legal protections and constitutional remedies, has grasped
the sword, can North and South hope to live in peace, when the bonds of
Union are broken, and amicable means of adjustment are repudiated?
Peace is tho very last thing which secession, if recognized, will gi ~e us;
it will give 11s nothing but a hollow truce-time to prepare the means of
now outrages. It is in its very nature a perpetual cause of hostility; an
eternal, never-cancelled letter of marque and reprisal, an everlasting proclamation of border war. How can peace exist, when all the causes of
dissension are indefinitely multiplied; when unequal revenue laws shall
have led to a gigantic system of smuggling, when a general stampede of
slaves shall take place along the border, with no thought of rendition, and
all the thousand causes of mutual irritation shall be called into action, on
a frontier of fifteen hundred miles not marked by natural boundaries and
not subject to a common jurisdiction or a mediating power? We did believe in peace; fondly, eredulously believed that, cemented by the mild
umpirage of the federal U niou, it might dwell forever beneath the folds of
the star-spangled banner and the sacred shield of a common nationality.
That was lhe groat arcanum of policy; that was the state mystery into
which men and angels desired to look; hidden from ages but revealed to
us :
"Which kings and prophets walled for,
.Autl sough~ but never found : 11

a family of states independent for local concerns, united under one government for the management of common interests and the prevention of
internal feuds. Thero was no limit to tho possible extension of such a
system. It had already comprehended half of North .America, and it
might, in the lapse of ages, have folded the continent in its peaceful, beneficent embrace. • We fondly dreamed that, in the lapse of ages, it would
have been extended till half the western hemisphere had realized the
vision of universal, perpetual peace. From that dream we have been
rudely startled by the array of ten thousand armed men in Charleston
harbor, and the roar of eleven batteries raining a storm of iron hail on one
poor, siege-worn company, becanse, in obedience to lawful authority, in
the performance of sworn duty, the gallant Anderson resolved to keep bis
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oath. That brMc and faithful band, by remaining at their post, did not
hurt a hair of the bead of a Carolinian, bond or free. The United States
proposed not to reinforce, but to feed thorn. But the Confcdernco leaders
would not allow them even the poor boon of being stan•ed into surrender ;
and because some laws had been passed somewhere, by which it was alleged that tbe return of some slaves (not one from Carolina) had been or
might be obstructed, South Carolina disclaiming the protection of courts
and of Congress, which bad never been withheld from her, has inaugu•
rated a ruthless civil war. If, for the friYolous reasons assigned, the se•
ceding states have chosen to plunge into this gulf, while all the peaceful
temperaments and constitutional remedies of the Union were within their
reach, and offers of further compromise and additional guaranties were
daily tendered them, what hopo, what possibility of peace, can there be,
when the Union is broken up. when, in addition to all other sources of
deadly quarre~ a general exodus of the slave population begins (as beyond
all question it wiJI), and nothing but war remains for the settlement of
controversies? '!'he Vice-President of the now confederacy stat.cs that it
rests on slavery; bnt from its very nature it must rest equally on war;
eternal war, first between North and South and then between the smaller
fragments into which the disintegrated part~ may crumble. The work of
demons has already begun. Besides the hosts mustered for the capture or
destruction of Washington, Eastern Virginia has let loose the dogs of war
on the loyal citizens of Western Virginia ; they are straining at the leash
in Maryland and Kentucl...-y; Tennessee threatens to set a price on the
head of her noble .fohnson and his friends; a civil war rages in }!issouri.
Why, in the namo of heaven, has 11ot Western Virginia, separated from
Eastern Virginia by mountain ridges, by climate, by the course of her
rivers, by the character of her population, and the nature of her industry,
why has ~he not as good a right to stay in the Union which she inherited
from her Washington, as Eastern Virginia has to abandon it for the mush•
room confederacy forced upon her from }fontgomery? Are no rights
sacred but those of rebellion ; no oaths binding but those taken by men
already foresworn; are liberty of thought, and speech, and action nowhere to be tolerated except where laws are trampled underfoot, arsenals
and mints plundered, governments warred against, and their patriotic de•
fenders assailed by ferocious and murderous mobs?
'!'hen consider the monstrous nature and reach of the pretensions in
which we are expected to acquiesce; which are nothing less than that
the United States shonld allow a }'OREIGN POWER, by surprise, treachery
and violc-ncc, to possess itself of one half of their territory and all the public property and public establishments contained in it; for if the Southern
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Confederacy is recognized it becomes a foreign power. established along
a curiously dove-tailed frontier of 1,500 miles, commanding some of the
most important commercial and military positions and lines of communication for tra,•el and trade, half the sea-coast of the Union, the navigation of
our Mediterranean Sea (the Gulf of Mexico, one-third as large as the
Mediterranean of Europe), and, above all, the great arterial inlet into the
heart of the continent, through which its very life-blood pours its imperial
tides. I say we are coolly summoned to surrender all this to a foreign
power. 'Would we surrender it to England, to France, to Spain? Not an
inch of it; why, then, to the Southern Confederacy? Would any other
government on earth, unless compelled by the direst necessity, make such
a surrender? Does not France keep an army of 100,000 men in .Algeria
to pre,·cnt a few wandering tribes of Arabs- a recent conqucst--from
asserting their independence? Did not England strain her resources to
the utmost tension to prevent the native kingdoms of Central India (civilir.ed states two thousand years ago, and while painted chieftains ruled the
savage clans of ancient Britain) from re-establishing their sovereignty;
and sh.all we be expected, without a struggle, to abandon a great integral
part of the United States to a foreign power?
Let it be remembered, too, that in granting to the seceding states jointly
and severally the right to leave the Union, we concede to them the right
of resuming, if they please, their former allegiance to ]foglaucl, France
and Spain. It rests with them, with any one of them, if the right of secession is admitted, again to plant a European government side by side
with that of the United States on the soil of America; and it is by no
means the most improbable upshot of this ill-starred rebellion, if allowed
to prosper. The disunion press in Vi rginia last year openly encouraged
the idea of a French P rotectorate, and her legislature has, I believe, sold
out the James River Canal- the darling enterprise of Washington-to a
company in France supposed to enjoy the countenance of the Emperor.
The sece.ling patriots of So:ith C.irolina were understood by the corre·
spoodent of the London Times to admit that they would rather be subject
to a British Prince than to the government of the United States. Whether
they desire it or not, the moment tho seccders lose the protection of the
United States they hold their independence at the mercy of the powerful
governments of Europe. If the navy of the North should withdraw its
protection, there is not a Southern state on the Atlantic or the Gulf which
might not be recolonized by Europe, in six months after the outbreak of a
foreign war.
Then look at the case for a moment in reference to the acquisitions of
territory made on this side of the continent within the present century-
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Florida, Louisiana, Texas, and the entire coast of Alabama and Mississippi; vast regions acquired from F rance, Spam and Mexico wit.bin ~i,.-,,.
ty years. Louisiana cost l 5,000,000 dollars, when our population was
5,000,000, representing, of course, 90,000,000 of dollars at tho present
day. Florida cost 5,000,000 dollars in 1820, when our population was
Jess than 10,000,000, equal to 15,000,000 dollars at t110 present day, besides the expeuscs of General Jackson's war in 1818, and the Florida
war of 1840, in which some 80,000,000 of dollars were thrown away for
the purpose of driving a handful of starving Seminoles from the Everglades. Texas cost 200,000,000 dollars, expended in the Mexican war, in
addition to the lives of thousands of brave men; besides 10,000,000 dollars paid to her in 1850 for ceding a tract of land which was not hers to
New Mexico. A great part of the expense of the military establishment
of the United States has been incurred in defending the southwestern
frontier. The troops, meanly surprised and betrayed in Texas, were sent
there to protect her defenceless border-settlements from the tomahawk
and scalping-knife. If to all this expenditure we add that of the forts,
the navy-yards, the court-bouses, the custom-houses, and the other public buildings in these regions, 500,000,000 dollars of the public funds,
of which at least five-sixths are levied by indirect taxation from the
North and Northwest, have been expended in and for the Gulf states in this
century. Would England, would France, would any government on the
face of the earth surrender without a death-struggle such a dear-bought
territory?
But of this I.make no account; the dollars are spent; let them go. But
look at the subject for a moment in its relations to the safety, to the prosperity and the growth of the country. The Missouri and the Mississippi
rivers, with their hundred tributaries, give to the great central basin of
our continent its character and destiny. The outlet of this mighty system
lies between the states of Tennessee and Missouri, or Mississippi and Arkansas, and through the state of Louisiana, The ancient provinee socalled, the proude!;t monument of the mighty monarch whose name it
bears, passed from the jurisdiction of France to that of Spain in 1763.
Spain coveted it, not that she might fill it with prosperous colonies and
rising states, but that it might stretch as a broad waste barrier, infested
with warlike tribes, between the Anglo-Ameriean power and the silver
mines of Mexico. With the independence of the United States the fear
of a still more dangerous neighbor grew upon Spain, and in the insane expectation of checking the progress of the Union westward, she threatened
and at times attempted to close the mouth of the Mississippi on the rapidly
increasing trade of the West. The bare suggestion of such a policy roused
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the population upon the banks of the Ohio, then inconsiderable, as out>
man. Their confidence in Washington scarcely restrained them front
rushing to the seizure of New Orleans, when the treaty of San Lorenzo EI
Real in 1795 obtained for them a precarious right of navigating the noble
river to the sea, with a right of deposit at New Orleans. This subject
wa11 for years the turning point of the politics of the West, and it was
perfectly well understood that sooner or later she would be coutent with
nothing less than the sovereign control of the mighty stream, from its
head spring to its outlet in the Gulf; and that is as true now M it was
then.
So stood affairs at the close of the last century, when the colossal power
of the first Napoleon burst upon the world. In the vast recesses of his
Titanic ambition he chei·ished as a leading object of bis policy to acquire
for France a colonial empire wl1ich should balance that of England. In
pursuit of this policy he fixed his eye on the ancient regal colony which
Louis XIV. had founded in the heart of North America, and lie tempted
Spain, by the paltry bribe of creating a kingdom of Etruria for a Bourbon
prince to give back to France tho then boundless wastes of the territory
of Louisiana. The cession was made by the secret treaty of Sau Ildefonso
of the 1st of October, 1800 (of which one sentence only has ever been
published, but that sentence gave away half a continent), and the youth-CUI conqueror concentrated all the resources of his mighty genius on the
accomplishment of the vast project. If successful, it would have established the French powor on the mouth and on the right bank of the Mississippi, and would ha,e opposed the most formidable barrier to the expansion of the United States. The peace of A miens, at this juncture, relieved Napoleon from the pressure of the war with England, and every
thing seemed propitious to the success of the great enterprise. 1'he fate
of America trembled for a moment in a doubtful balance, and five hundred thousand citizens in that region felt the danger and sounded tho
alarm. (Speech of Mr. Ross in the Senate of the United States, 14th
February, 1803.)
But in another moment the aspect of affairs was changed, by a stroke
of policy, grand, unexpected, and fruitful of consequences, perhaps without a parallel in history. The short-Jived truce of Amiens was about to
end, the renewal of war was inevitable. N apoleon saw that before he
could take possession of Louisiana it would be wrested from him by England, who commanded the seas, and he determined at once, not ,merely to
deprive her of this magnificent conquest, but to contribute as for as in him
lay to build up a. great rival maritime power in the West. The govern•
ment of the United States, not less sagacious, seized the golden moment -
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a momont such as does not happen twice in a thousand years. Mr. Jefferson perceived that, unless acquired by the United States, Louisiana
would in a short time belong to France or to England, and with equal
wisdom and oourage he determined that it should belong to neither. True,
he held the acquisition to be unoonstitutional, but ho throw to tho winds
the resolutions of 1798, which had just brought him into power; be broke
the Constitution and he saved an empiro. Mr. Mouroo was sent to France
to oonduct the negotiation in conjunction with Chancellor Livingston, the
resident minister, contemplating at that time only the acquisition of New
Orleans and the adjacent territory.
But they "·ore dealing with a man that did nothing by halves. Napoleon know-and we know-that to give up the mouth of the river was to
gi,,o up its course. On Easter-Sunday of 1803 be amazed his council with
the announcement that he had determined to cede the whole of Louisiana
to the United States. Not less to the astonishment of the American
enrnys, they were t,old by tho French negotiators at the first interview,
that their master was prepared to treat with them not merely for the Isle
of New Orleans, but for the whole vast province which bore tho name of
Louisiana; whose boundaries, then tmsettled, have since been carried on
tho north to the British line; on the west to the Pacific Ocean-a territory
half as big as Europe, transferred by a stroke of tho pen. Fifty-eight
years have elapsed since the acquisition was made. '!'he states of Louisiana, .Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota and Kansas, the territories of
Nebraska, Dacotah and Jefferson, have been established within its limits,
on this side of tho Rocky Mountains; the state of Oregon and the territory
of Washington on their western slope; while a tido of population is
unnuaJ1y pouring into the region destined in addition to the natural increase, before the close of the century, to double the number of the states
and territories. For the entiro region west of the A.lleghanies and east
of the Rocky },fountains, the :Missouri and the :Mississippi form the natural
outlet to the sea. Without oounting the population of the seceding states,
there are ten millions of the free citizens of the oountry, between Pitts15urg and Fort Union, who claim the course and the mouth of tho Mississippi as belonging to the United States. It is theirs by a transfer of truly
imperial origin and magnitude; theirs by a sbdy years' title; theirs by
occupation and settlement; theirs by tho law of Nature an.d of God.
Louisiana, a fragment of this oolonial empire, detached from its main portion and first organi2ed as a state, undertakes to secede from the Union,
and thinks by so doing that she will be aUowecl by the government and
people of the United States to revoke this imperial transfer, to di~regard
this possession and occupation of sixty years, to repeal this law of nature
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and of God; and she fondly believes that ten millions of the free people
of tho Union will allow her and her seceding brethren to open and ~hut
the portals of this mighty region at their pleasure. 1'hey may do so, and
the swarming millions which throng the course of these noble streams
and their tributaries may consent to navigate them by snffranoe from
Montgomery and Richmond; but, if I may repeat the words which I have
lately used on another occasion, it will be when the Alleghanies and tho
Rocky :Mountains, which form the eastern and western walls of the imperial valley, shall sink to the level of the sea, and the Mississippi and the
Missouri shall flow back to their fountains.
Such, fellow-citizens, as I contemplate them, are the great issues before
tho country, nothing less, in a word, than whether the work of our noble
fathers of the revolutionary and constitutional age shall perish or endure;
whether this great experiment in national polity, which binds a family of
free republics in one united government--the most hopeful plan for combining tho homebred blessings of a small state with the stability and
power of great empire- shall be treacherously and shamefully stricken
down, in the moment of its most successful operation, or whether it shall
be bravely, patriotically, triumphantly maintained. We wage no war of
conquest and subjugation; we aim at nothing but to protect our loyal
fellow-citizens, who, against fearful odds, are fighting the battles of the
Union in the disaffected states, and to re-establish, not for ourselves
alone, but for our misguided brethren, the 1nild sway of the constitution
and tho Jaws. The result cannot be doubted. Twenty millions of freemen, forgetting their divisions, are rallying as one man in support of the
righteous cause- their willing hearts and their strong hands, their fortunes and their lives, are laid upon tho altar of the country. We contend
for the great inheritance of constitutional freedom transmitted from our
revolutionary fathers. We engage in the struggle forced upon us, with
sorrow, as against our misguided brethren, but with high heart and faith,
a-s we war for that Union which our sainted Washington commended to
our dearest affections. 1'be sympathy of tho civilized world is on our side,
and will join us in prayers to Heaven for the success of our arms.
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